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Abstract 
Clustered binary data arise in many fields such as epidemiology, toxicology, econometrics 
and pharmacokinetics modelling. For instance, in many epidemiological studies the purpose 
of the investigation is to compare the risk experienced between two groups where each 
group has clustered observations. Several methods have been developed in the literature for 
interval estimation of epidemiological indices such as the risk difference, the risk ratio and 
the relative difference. In this dissertation we introduce two very simple methods. One of 
these is based on an estimator of the variance of a ratio estimator and the other is based 
on a sandwich estimator of the variance of the regression estimator using the generalized 
estimating equations (GEE) approach. We then compare these two methods, by simulation, 
in terms of maintaining nominal coverage probability and average coverage length, with the 
four methods discussed earlier in the literature. It is shown that the methods based on an 
estimator of the variance of ratio estimate performs better in terms of coverage probability, 
symmetry and bias. The proposed methods are then applied to analyze toxicological and 
educational intervention program datasets. 
The phenomenon of overdispersion is also quite common in count data. Overdispersion 
is suspected when the variance is larger than the mean. In semi-parametric analysis of 
overdispersed count data, one often needs to determine an appropriate variance function 
(mean variance relationship). For example, in chemical and biological assay problems, to 
control the quality of techniques, one has to adjust the levels of experimental factors to 
bring the mean response to a target value while minimizing variance. The emphasis is on 
problems involving simultaneous consideration of both mean and variance where the latter 
IV 
may be a function of the former. In this dissertation, by using a hypothesis testing approach 
through a broader class of models and a data analytic approach, we propose an appropriate 
mean-variance relationship which can be used in the semi-parametric analysis of count data. 
v 
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Chapter 1 
X. n 1F o d u ciion 
One often encounters clustered data in many applied sciences, such as epidemiology, preven-
tive medicine, public health and toxicology. Clustered data refers to a set of measurements 
collected from subjects that are structured in clusters, where a group of related subjects 
constitutes a cluster, such as a group of students from the same class or rodents in the 
same litter. For instance, in toxicological studies there is a tendency among litter-mates 
to respond in the same way to stimuli, unlike animals from different litters. In this case, 
litters are clusters and the responses from litter-mates are correlated. Another example of 
clustered data is an intervention study where individuals in schools, clinics, classrooms, etc., 
are randomized into an intervention or control group. In such cluster-randomized designs, 
all patients of a clinician or all students from the same classroom or the same school are 
assigned the same treatment. These studies generate data that are clustered. Data analyses 
that do not appropriately account for the litter effects or the correlation among responses 
from individuals from the same classroom or the same clinic lead to erroneous statistical 
inferences. 
This dissertation is divided into two parts. In the first part we deal with interval es-
timation of some epidemiological indices in the case of clustered binary data (Chapters 3 
and 4). These epidemiological indices can be used in different epidemiological studies, for 
1 
instance, public health interventions, randomized control trials and environmental epidemio-
logical studies which deal with developmental toxicology where one wants to study the effect 
of certain drugs, chemicals, and other environmental hazards that may put living beings 
at increased risk of various health problems. The second part deals with variance function 
selection in semi-parametric analysis of overdispersed count data. 
In Chapter 2, we discuss some preliminaries and review the current literature. 
In Chapter 3 we discuss interval estimation of the risk difference for clustered binary data. 
Risk difference (RD) is an important measure in epidemiological studies where the proba-
bility of developing a disease for individuals in an exposed group, for example, is compared 
with that in a control group. There are varying cluster sizes in each group and the binary 
responses within each cluster cannot be assumed independent. Under the cluster sampling 
scenario, Lui (2004) discusses four methods for the construction of confidence intervals for 
the RD. In this chapter we introduce two new simple methods. One of these is based on 
an estimator of the variance of a ratio' estimator (Cochran, 1977) and the other is based 
on a sandwich estimator of the variance of the regression estimator using the generalized 
estimating equations approach of Zeger and Liang (1986). These two methods are then com-
pared, by extensive simulations, in terms of maintaining nominal coverage probability, bias 
and average coverage length, with the four methods discussed by Lui (2004). Simulations 
show at least as good properties of these two methods as those of the others. The method 
based on an estimate of the variance of a ratio estimator performs best overall. It involves 
a very simple variance expression and can be implemented with a very few computer codes. 
Therefore it can be considered an easily implementable alternative. 
In Chapter 4, we extend the two new methodologies introduced in Chapter 3 for confi-
dence interval construction to two other risk measures, the risk ratio (RR) and the relative 
risk difference (RED). Extensive simulations show that for the construction of confidence 
intervals for RR, a method based on an estimate of the variance of a ratio estimator and 
Fieller's Theorem performs best overall. Similar conclusions are evidenced for the construc-
2 
tion of confidence intervals for RED, namely, a method based on an estimate of the variance 
of a ratio estimator and Fieller's Theorem performs best overall. As in the case of the 
method recommended in Chapter 3 for the construction of a confidence interval for the risk 
difference, these methods also involve very simple variance expressions and can be considered 
as easily implementable alternatives. 
In Chapter 5, we discuss some variance functions and make an attempt to determine an 
appropriate variance function (mean-variance relationship) which can be used in the semi-
parametric analysis of count data. We use a hypothesis testing approach through a broader 
class of models and a data analytic approach. The models considered are the three parame-
ter negative binomial distribution and the extended quasi-likelihood. We also derive a score 
test statistic and a likelihood ratio test statistic for testing if the parameter h in the three 
parameter negative binomial distribution is one, that is, to test if the negative binomial 
variance function is adequate. Our analysis shows evidence that the three parameter gener-
alized negative binomial distribution NB{ji,c,b) does not improve in fit to count data over 
the simpler two parameter negative binomial NB(/j,,c) distribution. Moreover, the variance 
function of the NB(fj,,c.b) distribution does not have a closed form and is difficult to cal-
culate numerically. So, for semi-parametric analysis we prefer the two parameter negative 
binomial variance function over the variance function of the three parameter negative bi-
nomial distribution. Further data analysis and simulations using extended quasi-likelihood 
indicate that the negative binomial variance function and the variance function which ig-
nores the linear term in the negative binomial variance function are preferable. The negative 
binomial variance function has almost full efficiency. The estimate of the variance function 
obtained by ignoring the linear term in the negative binomial variance function has efficiency 
below 1 only when the mean and the variance are small. Otherwise, in general, its efficiency 
is larger than 1. 
Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation with a summary of findings in the thesis and a 




2.1 Inverse of patterned matrix 
A patterned matrix that occurs quite frequently in probability and statistics, as well as other 
areas of interest and which occurred while deriving the sandwich estimator of variance of 
proportion for Chapter 3 and 4 in this dissertation, is the k x k matrix C defined by 
C = 
I a b 
b a 
b ... b a 
(2.1) 
This matrix can be written as 
C = {a-b)I + bJ, 
4 






1 l J kxk 
Graybill (1983, Theorem 8.3.4, p. 190-191) has shown that 
c-1 [I a~bl a+(k- 1)6 jy (2.3) 
As indicated by Graybill, the inverse exists if and only if a ^ b and c ^ — (fc — 1)6. For a 
detailed proof see Graybill (1983, p.190-191). 
2.2 Fieller5s theorem 
Fieller's Theorem (Fieller, 1954) has been extensively reviewed by Casella and Berger (1990). 
In what follows, we describe Fiedler's theorem following Casella and Berger (1990). 
Let (Xi,Yi), ..., (Xn,Yn) be a random sample from a bivariate normal population with 
parameters (fj,x, I^Y, <J2X-, ^Y- P)- Further, let Z&i = Y{ — <5X,, for i = l , 2 , . , . , n , where 
5 — IAY/^X- Then Z$ = Y — 5X and it can be shown that E(Z$) = 0 and Var(Zs) = 
^(<7y + fi'2<Jx ~ ^Spayax)- Now, for convenience we denote Var(Z$) by Vs. Then, following 
Hogg and Craig (1995, p. 214-217) it can be shown that Z$ ~ Ar(0,V^). An unbiased 
estimate of Vs is Vs = n(n'_1) Yn=ii
zSi ~ ^}2, where zSt = y,, - Sxn and zs = y - 8x. Thus, Vs 
can be written as 
V 
1 
X ^ ~y~ s(Xi - x)¥ n(n - 1) fr{ 
(2.4) 
5 
where s2y = ^EILiI'^ - v?^
 sl = lELito - x? and ««* = iYH=i{yi - v)(?i - x). 
Again, following Hogg and Craig (1995), it can be shown that V$ is independent of Z$ and 
(n-l)Vs _ ^2 T>,,,c Jk 
vs ~ Xln-iy
 T h u s ' " 7 ^ ~ *(«-*) a n d 
^ ( * < * ( n - l ) , « / 2 ) = l - « . (2-5) 
where £(n-i), a/2 is the 100(a/2)% point of the t-distribution with n — 1 degrees of freedom. 
Then a 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for S can be found by solving zj = t'L^ a/2Vs or 
equivalently by solving 
t2 t2 t2 
(x2 - _ L n - 1 ) ' a / 2 „ 2 ^ x 2 nf-~
 L{n-l),a/2 ^ U | f_2 ''(n-l).a/2 ^ 
n 
'^s2)52 - 2{xy - J^fsyx)5+ (;y
2 - ^ f s 2 ) = 0, (2.6) 
tj 
which is a quadratic equation of the form ad2 — 2b5 + c = 0, where a = (x2 —("7)^
)'1
a/2-sz); 
6 = (,xy - ^ f 7 2 ^ ) and c = (y2 - % z f z a s 2 ) - Then, for a > 0 and b2 - ac > 0, 
solving equation (2.6) we obtain an approximate 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for 6 with 
boundaries 
C 
f) * (n- l ) , a/2Sy-i 
x (n — l)x>2 
9 T 7 « . .. 172 e 2 i
2 _ ^ _,nsl/ .S
2 ,<?2... \ 
(2.7) 
*(n-.l), a/2 / S 'I 2 7 / S ^ t/2 S2 ^ (n- l ) , a /2 S x / * 2 ,S2: 
a: y n — 1 x(n — 1) x2 n — 1 (n — l)x2 \n — 1 (n — l)s:j 
where. C = , „n4"T2 2- Note that this interval is applicable for small n. For larger n 
(11 S.)X '(„_!), a/2
6a: 
a further approximation can be used from the fact that as n —• 00, -f= ~ iV(0,1). Thus 
2 
P(^r<zll2) = l-a, (2.8) 
where za/2 is the 100(a/2)% point of the normal distribution. Then, an approximate 100(1 — 
a)% confidence interval for 8 is obtained by solving Z$ = z\2V$ . For computing the interval. 
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we replace V$ by its estimate as n is assumed to be large. This leads us to the following 
quadratic equation , 
A(Sy - 2B(S) + C = 0, (2.9) 
where A = x2 — z^,2var(x), B = xy — -^jsyx and C = y
2 - zl/2var(y). Then, the resulting 
100(1 — a)% confidence interval for 8 is obtained solving 
^ 4 ) 5 2 - 2(xy - ^sy*)8 + (f - | ^ ) = 0. (2.10) 
n 
Note that the interval obtained in this case is the same as that given in expression (2.7) with 
t(n-i), a/2 replaced by za/2. 
2.3 Cochran's me thod for variance of a ra t io es t imator 
Suppose yt and Xi are measured on each unit of a simple random sample of size n from 
a population of size N, and the population parameter to be estimated is the ratio R = 
J2i=i 'Ihl Yl'i=i xi- An estimate of R is R = J21=i Vil YT%-=\ x%- ^n small samples the sampling 
distribution of R is skewed and R is a biased estimate of R. Cochran (1977, Theorem 2.5, 
p.31) shows that as n —• oo, R is unbiased and V(R) = ^ 5 ^ - 1 • ^ e furtner shows 
that an estimate of V(R) is obtained by replacing i=1^i~i by
 =1„i^ an(^ ^ ^y *' 
For the detailed proof see Cochran (1977, p.31-33). 
2.4 Quasi-likelihood 
Quasi-likelihood was originally proposed by Wedderburn (1974) and discussed and applied 
by McCullagh and Nelder (1989), among others. Let yi, y2,..., yn be independent responses 
with means E{yi) = ^ and variance var(yi) = 4>V(fj,i), where jUj is a function of unknown 
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regression parameters, fli, /32, • • •, PP, V(IJH) is a known function and (j> is a scale or a dispersion 
parameter. Then, the quasi-likelihood, or more appropriately, the quasi log-likelihood for a 
single observation y is given by 
Q(M,=.[w^dt <2-n) 
Since the components are independent by assumption, the quasi-likelihood (quasi log-likelihood) 
for the complete data is the sum of the individual contributions. 
n 
. QO;y) = ^Qiiv-iWi)-
2.5 Extended quasi-likelihood 
The quasi-likelihood has a drawback in that it is not suitable for estimation of the overdisper-
sion parameter. To overcome this, Nelder and Pregibon (1987) and Godambe and Thompson 
(1989) propose the extended quasi-likelihood by introducing a normalizing factor. Extended 
quasi-likelihood of the data can be written as 
n 
Q+(/xi,0,y) = X>2%{2^n</<)} + Q ( ^ ) ] , 
where V(y.j) = d)V(fii) is the variance function and Q(ni,y,,) is the quasi-likelihood func-
tion for the ith observation y.j,. For count data, <p can be considered as a parameter to be 
estimated or to have value 1 with V(yi) equal to a variance function involving an overdis-
persion parameter. For example, for count data with overdispersion we can take <fi = 1 
and V(yi) = fj,i(l + cfa) where c is the overdispersion parameter. The variance function 
considered in this example is the variance of a negative binomial random variable. For more 
details see Chapter 5.' The extended quasi-likelihood estimates of /3 and c are obtained by 
maximizing Q+. 
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2.6 Generalized estimating equation and sandwich es-
. t imator of variance 
2.6.1 Marginal models 
Let Yi = (Yn,... ,Yij,..., Yim.) , i = 1 , . . . , n and j = 1 , . . . , . . . , rrii be the response vector 
and fii = (/iji,.... fMirii) be the corresponding mean vector. Further, let .Xy = ( a^ i , . . . , XijP) 
be the vector of explanatory variables for the jth measurement on ith subject and 0 = 
(pi,... , 0P) be the corresponding p x 1 vector of regression parameters, which describes the 
effect of explanatory variables on the marginal expectation of response. Then the marginal 
model as described in Liang (1999) consists of three components: 
1. Systematic link g(jiij) = xijtd, where /Mj = E(Yij\xij). 
2. Variance of Y^ given by Var(Ytj) = V(/%; <p), where <p is the overdispersion parameter. 
3. Covariance specified as Cov(Yij,Yik) = C(fjLij,fj,ik] a), j < k = 1 , . . . .m,, where C is a 
known function such as Corr(Yij,Yiie) and a is the association parameter. 
As given by Liang and Zeger (1986) and also discussed by Molenberghs and Verbeke (2006), 
the dispersion parameter can be estimated by cp = ^ YH=\ lt~ X^=i e% where e^ = y?~M'J . 
Estimation of the association (or intraclass correlation) parameter a depends on the choice 
of the working correlation structure. For instance, if we assume exchangeable correlation, 
that is, Corr(Yij, Yik) = a, then a = \ YA=I mi(mt~-i) Sj#fc
 eye*fc- If we assume unstructured 
correlation, that is, Corr(Yij,Yik)= a^ , then a.jk = - Y^7=i
 eijeik- F° r further details see 
Molenberghs and Verbeke (2006). 
The regression parameter estimates are obtained by solving the following generalized 
estimating equations (GEE) 
Sl(0,a) = J2^Cov~
1(Yi]0,a){y^^(6)) = O (2.12) 
i=l 
for given a (see Liang and Zeger, 1986 for details). Since S\ depends on a, we iterate 
between solving Si(P,a(p)) = 0 for p and updating a(P) with the latest J3 obtained by 
solving equation (2.12) (Liang and Zeger, 1986). 
2.6.2 Sandwich estimator of the covariaece matrix of j3 
For estimating the covariance matrix of Q in marginal methods like generalized estimating 
equations, the sandwich estimator is often used. For further details see (Diggle, Heagerty, 






h = ^(^) ' (7otr 1(F, ; /3,a)Co^(^)C7otr
1(F i ; ,5 ,«)(^) . 
i= 1 
Here Covt{Yi) is the true covariance matrix while Cov(Yi.p,a) is the working covariance 
matrix given by Ai''Ri{a)Ai' /&, where A; = diag(V((j,i]),..., V()U„),..., V(j.iim.)) and 
Ri(a) = Corr(Yij,Yik) is the working correlation matrix of Kj. Some common choices for 
the working correlation assumptions (Molenberghs and Verbeke, 2006) in standard GEE are 
independence, that is, Corr(Yij,Yik) = 0 if j =£ k and 1 if j = k. exchangeability, that is, 
Corr(Yij,Yik) = a and unstructured, that is, Corr(Ylj,Yik)= ajk- For computing Vsandwich, 
the estimate of the sandwich estimator of variance, we replace P, <p and a by their estimates 
as discussed in Section 2.6.1 and Cout(Yi) is estimated by (yi ~ fii(p))(yi — Hi(P)) • 
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2.7 Score test 
Let I = 1(8, d),y) be the log-likelihood for the data y = (yi,...,yn) with parameters 9 = 
(8i,...,9p) , where 6 is the parameter of interest and <f> = (0i, . . , ,0, s) is the nuisance 
parameter. Suppose we wish to test HQ : 9 = 90 against H1 : 9 =£ 90. Further let ip = 
dl I __ \dl 81 l | -. 81 I r 81 81 i\ r r-i/ d2l \ \ j ___ 
de\0=eo - [•mv->d6P\\o=9o> 7 - a$\o=e0 ~~~ [a$^ • • •' 848"
e=e<» m ~ iH~aea07'lfl=fl°J> W -
£("Wl«=«o) a n d 7«W» = ^ " W l ^ ' ' 
Now we define S = ^ — Bj^r, where B = htJ^ 1S ^ i e partial regression coefficient matrix 
obtained by regressing | | on ^-. The dispersion matrix of S is I0O4 = he — lo^I^J-^o-
Then it can be shown (Neyman, 1959) that asymptotically, as n —» oo, S IQQ0S ~ \
2
p. 
Next, if 0 in S and i^.^ is replaced by some \fn consistent estimator 0, then asymptotically, 
as n —> oo, S'I^QAS ~ Xp; where 5 and / ^ are obtained by replacing 0 by 0 in 5 and 
Ige.cp- This is Neyman's C(a) test. Further, let 0 be the maximum likelihood estimate of 
0 under H0, and -0 and I$g
l ^ be the estimated values obtained by replacing 0 by 0 in -0 
and I^Q^ respectively, then S is reduced to ip. The C(a) statistic then reduces to ip'I^^. 
Asymptotically, as n —• oo, ip'I^ip ~ Xp • This is the score test given by Rao (1947). 
Thus, the score test is a special case of the C(a) test in which the nuisance parameters 
are replaced by maximum likelihood estimates. The score test is particularly appealing as it 
requires estimates of parameters only under the null hypothesis, and often produces simple 
forms of statistics, (Breslow, 1990; Paul and Banerjee, 1998). 
2.8 Delta method 
We use the delta method to derive an estimate of mean or variance of a transformation 
of one or more random variable(s). Suppose Tn = (Tni, T„2, . . . . TnN)' is asymptotically 
multivariate normal with mean 6 — (9i, 02, -••, ON) and covariance matrix S/n, where, 
for example, Trik is a function of a sample of size «A,. Suppose the function g(t\, to, • • •, £JV) 
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has a non-zero differential <p = (<fii, <t>2, • • •, 4>N) at 0, where 
dg 
Then, 
^[g(Tn) - g(0)] - ^ i V ( O , 0 ' S 0 ) . (2.13) 
For large samples, g(Tn) has an approximate normal distribution with mean g(0) and vari-
ance </>'£<£/ri (see Agresti 1990, p. 422-423). 
An illustration of the delta method given by Lui (2004) is as follows. Suppose the 
random vector {X\.X2)... ,Xn) follows the multinomial distribution with parameters n 
and 7r = (7Ti,7r2,... ,7rn)'. By the central limit theorem, if n is large the random vector 
•fr = (7T!, 7T2,..., 7rn) asymptotically has the multivariate normal distribution with mean 
TV = (TT\,TT2,. • •,7rn)' and covariance matrix S* = \diag{iv) — 7cn ]/n, where TTJ = Xjjn, 
and diag(n) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to 7Tj. Suppose the function 
gi^i-, ?2; • • • - TTJV)
 n a s a non-zero differential TT* = (7r*, 7r2, .. •, K*N) at TT, where 
Then, using the delta method, we may claim that y/n\g{-k) — g{^)\ asymptotically follows 
the multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and variance TT* £*7T. 
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Chapter 3 
Interval Estimation of Risk Difference 
for Clustered Binary Data 
3.1 Introduction. 
Cluster sampling is often employed in epidemiological cohort studies to compare the proba-
bility of binary responses in an exposed group with that in a control group. 
Consider the example given in Lui (2004, p.7) of a study of an educational intervention 
program on behavior change with regard to solar protection (Mayer, Slymen, Eckhardt 1997). 
The data consisted of 29 classes in each of the intervention and the control group with class 
sizes ranging from 1 to 6 in the intervention group and from 1 to 4 in the control group. For 
a similar set of data, see Lui (2004, p.7) and Cochran (1977, p.67). 
The data, reproduced in Table 3.1, consist of 29 clusters (classes) of varying sizes (number 
of children in each class) in each of the intervention and the control group. Let TTI be the 
probability that an individual (a child) in the intervention group does not have adequate 
level of solar protection and 7r0 be the corresponding probability in the control group. Often, 
it is of interest to estimate the risk difference RD = A = TTI — %o-
The simplest analysis would be based on the assumption that the observations within 
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each cluster are independent. Such an analysis would bias the inference procedures regarding 
A as observations within a cluster are likely correlated. Newcombe (1998) evaluates eleven 
methods for constructing a confidence interval for A for non-clustered data. Of these eleven 
methods he proposes a new method (method 10 in his paper). Newcombe remarks that the 
new method and a continuity corrected version of it (method 11 in his paper) are remarkably 
simple and have good properties. For clustered data, Lui (2004) reviews four methods of 
which one method is an extension of Newcombe's method 10. 
In this chapter we introduce two very simple methods. One of these is based on an 
estimator of the variance of a ratio estimator (Cochran 1977, p.31) and the other is based 
on a sandwich estimator of the variance of the regression estimator using the generalized 
estimating equations (GEE) approach of Zeger and Liang (1986). We then compare these 
two methods, by simulation, in terms of maintaining nominal coverage probability and av-
erage coverage length, with the four methods discussed by Lui (2004). In section 3.2 we 
briefly review the four methods discussed in Lui (2004) and introduce two new methods. A 
simulation study is conducted in Section 3.3. Three examples are given in Section 3.4 and a 
discussion follows in Section 3.5. 
3.2 Review of some existing procedures by Lui (2004) 
Lui (2004) reviews four methods for constructing confidence intervals for the risk difference. 
Three of these methods were developed by Lui (2001) and the fourth method is based on a 
method by Newcombe (1998) for non-clustered data. In this section we first review the four 
methods. Suppose that we independently sample rij, clusters from the ith group, i = 0,1. 
Let niij be the number of individuals in the j th cluster, j = 1,.... n^ of the ith group who 
are exposed to a risk factor. Further, suppose that Xij of the rriij individuals are affected 
by the risk factor. Under the usual assumption, Xij\ptj ~ binomial (rriij,Pij), where Pij is 
the probability that an individual in the j th cluster of the ith group was affected by the 
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risk factor. We assume further that the binomial probability Pij is a random variable having 
mean 7r* and variance 7Tj(l — TTi)fa. The unconditional mean and variance of .-%, then, is 
rtiijiii and m,ijTXi(l — 7Tj)(l + (m -̂ — I) fa) respectively. Note that the parameter fa is the 
common intraclass correlation between the binary observations within each cluster in the ith 
group. 
Method LI: 
The unbiased estimate of 7r,; is 7r,; = Xi./rrii., where Xi. = Y^jL\xiji m*. = E j i i m*i a n d 
therefore, an unbiased estimate of A is TTI — TT0. Using Lindeberg's central limit theorem, the 
estimator A has, asymptotically, a normal distribution with mean A and variance Var(A) — 
Yli=Q7ri(l ~ 7rj.)/(mij (/}i)/rni-i where m; = (run,rrii2, • • •, mmj and the variance inflation 
factor due to intraclass correlation coefficient is given by f^mi^fa) = ErrK?'[l + (mu ~ 
l)fa]/rrii.. The proof of this result is given in Appendix A.l. An asymptotic 100(1 — a)% 
confidence interval for A then is 
[max [A — ZQ/2"Jvar(A), — 1], rain [A + Za/2y var(A), 1]], 
where var(A) is obtained by replacing TT, and fa, i = 0,1, in war (A) by their estimates 
7?* = Xijrrii. and fa = {BMS, - WMS^/lBMS, + (m* - 1)WM5J, where BMSi = 
Ei^S /^ -CEi^OVEi^- l /Cn i - i ) ^d wMSi = [E;*;-E;(*§Mi)]/(E;(™y-
1)) are 'between mean squared' errors and 'within mean squared errors' respectively and 
mt — [ (E j m i j ) 2 ~~ Ei m f j ] / [ ( n i ~~ l ) E j m y ' l - The above analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
type estimate of the intraclass correlation fa was first proposed by Elston (1977) for cor-
related continuous data and later used by others, such as Donner et al. (1981) and Lui et 
al. (1996). The derivation of the above analysis of variance (ANOVA) type estimate of the 
intraclass correlation fa is given in Appendix A.2. 
Method L2: 
The sampling distribution of A, using its estimated variance, might be skewed for small 
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nii. (it is usual in practice to have small m7;/s as in the datasets in Table 3.1 and Table-3.2), 
which can produce an inaccurate confidence interval for A. A better method would be to 
construct the confidence interval using the fact that A has, asymptotically, as m*. becomes 
large, a normal distribution with mean A and variance Var(A). Then, an approximate 
confidence interval for A can be constructed using the fact that for large mi., 
F(((A - A) / v / ya r (A) )
2 < Z*/2) = 1 - a. (3.1) 
Now, let r = 7Ti + 7T0, A
+ = 1 + c ( m » Z £ / 2 / 4 , B
+ = A + (1 - ^ [ / ( m i ^ / m i . -
m0,d)0)/m0]Zl/2/4, C
+ = A + r(2- r)c(m, <j>)Z2a/Jl, where, c(m, <p) = £ j = 0 /(™i> &)M-> 
m'x = (mn,mi2, • • • , m-m,) and m^ = (moi,m02, • • • , Won0)- Then, by solving the quadratic 
equation in (3.1) and replacing r by ft = TTI + TVQ and (pi by its ANOVA estimate in A+, B+ 
and C + , an asymptotic confidence interval for A is obtained as 
[A/(fi),Au(fi)], 
where At(r\) = max {(B+ - V#+2 - A+C+)/A+,-l} and 
Au(fi) = mm {(B
+ + \/B+2 — A+C+)/A+, 1} are the two distinct roots in the interval (-
1,1) such that the equality in (3.1) holds. Now, define IT* — (xi. + 0.5)/(mi. + 1). When 
either of TT0 and TT-J is 0 or 1, we use r* = TTJ + TTQ to estimate r. 
Method L3: 
Following Beal (1987) we use r* defined in Method L2 irrespective of whether or not TTJ 
is 0 or 1. 
Method L4: 
Nqte that, asymptotically, as rii —> oo, 7tj ~ N^i,ir^l — 7Tj)/(mi,0j)/mi.). Then, an 
asymptotic 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for in can be obtained as a solution of 
|7?i - 7Ti| = Za/2y7it(l - 7Tj)/(mi, <j)i)/nii., (3.2) 
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i = 0,1. Let li and Ui be the smaller and larger roots of the quadratic equation of TTJ obtained 
from (3,2). Then, following Newcombe (1998). an asymptotic 100(1 — a)% confidence interval 
for A is 
[max{A - Za/2\Jli{l - U)f{m.1,(j)y)/ml. + u0(l - u 0) / (m 0 , (po)/rn0., - 1 } , 
min{k + Za/2\Jui(l - Ui)f(m1,<j)i)/mi. + k(l - /0) /(m0 , 4>o)/m,Q.., 1}]. (3.3) 
3.3 Proposed methods for estimate of variance of A 
3.3.1 The method based on the estimate of variance of a ratio 
estimator 
As we have discussed earlier, the estimate of TTJ is ifi = Xi./rrii. where x%_ = Y^j=\
xij a n d 
rrii. = Y^j=imiy This can be written as the ratio of two sample means, £i = Xi/m,i, where 
%i = Xijrii and fhi = rriijni. Then, using a result from Cochran (1977) of the estimate of 
the variance of a ratio estimator, an estimator of the variance of m is 
""» ,v.2 ___ ' ni s^ {Xij — 7T,:mij) _ n% ^ ^ ri 
Vi — 
ru 
_ V ^ VLiJ ~ »i"Hj) ___ 'H y ^ lij_ ,g ^ 
j = l l- 3=1 
where r„ = x*y — 7fjm.y. Following Scott and Wu (1981), one can show that (TTJ — it^/v'* 
is asymptotically iV(0,1) as n* —> oo under the following mild regularity conditions on the 
population variances of theme ' s and r^s: 
• Total sum of squares of the r^'s from gross outliers about the line joining (rhi, x~i) to 
the origin should be relatively small. 
• Coefficient of variation of the ra^'s should be reasonably small. 
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Further, vt is a consistent estimator of var(yfj) in the sense that rti\vi — var(-Ki)] converges in 
probability to 0 as n, —* oo, for each i. For proof see Appendix A.3, The ratio of vi to the 
estimated binomial variance represents the variance inflation due to clustering and is also 
known as design effect in survey sampling literature (Kish, 1965). Using these properties 
of iti, Rao and Scott (1992) developed a test for comparing several independent groups of 
clustered binary data with group specific covariates. 
It can then be seen that, asymptotically, as ru —>• oo, (ifi — if0) ~ N(TTI — 7ro,t>i + i>o), so 
that,, as B0 —• oo and n\ —> oo, 
(7f1-7ro)-(7r1-Tro) ^ ^ ( Q , 1 ) . 
Method CI: 
Thus, an approximate 100(1 — a) confidence interval for the risk difference A = TTJ — TTQ is 
obtained as (TT\ — TTQ) ± Za/2 \ / (f o + V\). Note that this method does not assume any specific 
model for overdispersion or intraclass correlation. As in Method L2 we replace 7fj by ir* in 
i>i if iTi is 0 or 1 , where n* = (XJ.. + 0.5)/(TOJ. + 1). 
Method C2: 
As in Method L3 we replace TTJ by TT* in Vi irrespective of whether or not vfj is 0 or 1. 
3.3.2 The method based on the sandwich estimator of the vari-
ance of the regression estimator 
Zeger and Liang (1986) propose an estimating equations approach for estimating regression 
parameters for longitudinal data. They also provide a robust estimator, called the sandwich 
estimator, of the variance of the regression estimator. In Appendix A.4, we theoretically 
apply their method to the basic binary data, which are not available to us, to obtain an 
estimate of a proportion from clustered correlated binary data and an estimate of its variance. 
Using these results we obtain an estimate of nt, i=0, 1, 
n = ™^ = Xijrrii. 
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and an estimator of the variance of TTJ 
n.i 
Note that the estimate of TTJ is the same as that obtained earlier and, as in Vi, the sandwich 
estimator vSi does not require knowledge of the basic binary data. Corresponding to the 
methods Cl and C2, two more confidence intervals, denoted by SI and S2, are obtained by 
replacing v.j, by vSi. Further, note that Vi = (rii/(Bj — l))vSi. Therefore, a confidence interval 
for A based on Vi will have larger coverage probability and coverage length. 
3.4 Simulation studies 
In this section we report on a simulation study conducted to compare the eight methods 
LI, L2, L3, L4, Cl , C2, SI and 52 in terms of coverage probabilities and-average coverage 
lengths. For simplicity we consider equal numbers of clusters UQ = n\ = 29 (same as those 
in the data in Table 3.1). Four cluster size configurations, (a) all cluster sizes equal to 2, (b) 
all cluster sizes equal to 4, (c) all cluster sizes equal to 40, and (d) cluster sizes the same as 
those in the data in Table 3.1, are considered. A common value of TT0 = .20 and eight values 
of A = 7ri - 7T0= 0.0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7 are considered. We consider equal 
values of the over-dispersion parameters (p = 0.05, <p — 0.10 and <b = 0.32 in the control and 
treated groups and unequal values of 60 = 0.324 in the control group, and <p\ = 0.249 in the 
treatment group (these values were taken as the maximum likelihood estimates of tpo and <p\, 
based on a beta-binomial model, for the data in Table 3.1). Data in the control group were 
generated from a beta-binomial distribution with mean TTO and over-dispersion parameter 
c6 and those in the treatment group were generated from a beta-binomial distribution with 
mean TT\ and over-dispersion parameter <b. 
To calculate coverage probability and average length of the confidence interval, we gen-
erated samples for each combination of parameters (TT0, A, <p). However, confidence intervals 
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did not exist for some samples. These samples were rejected. Note that if both BMSi and 
WMSi are 0 then the estimate of (pi, used in the methods LI, L2, L3 and L4, is not valid. 
Further, confidence intervals by the methods L2 and L3 do not exist if B+2 — A+C+ < 0. 
where A+ = 1 + c(m,<t>)^/2/4, B+ = A + (1 - r ) [ / ( m i , ^ ) / m i . - / ( m 0 , <Po)M>.]^/2/
4> 
C+ = A + r(2 — r)c(m, 0)Z^/2/4 and c(ra, 0) = J2i=o f(
mu <Pi)/mi. • Thus coverage proba-
bility and average length were based on 10,000 samples in which a confidence interval existed 
for all methods (good samples). The coverage probability for A obtained, is then equal to 
the number of times the confidence intervals contained the true value of A/10,000. For each 
of the 10,000 good samples, the length of the confidence interval was calculated. The average 
coverage length (average length) is the mean of these 10,000 lengths. The number of samples 
rejected, in general, was small (in 10,000 samples, 0 to 80 samples were rejected). However, 
for some large values of (p, this number was substantial (ranging from 200 to 4010). 
The empirical coverage probabilities, the average lengths and bias properties are almost 
identical for Methods L2 and L3, although method L3 provides slightly better coverage 
probabilities in some situations. Similarly, the method C2 is slightly better than the method 
CI. The methods Si and S2 show almost identical empirical coverage probabilities and 
average coverage lengths. So, to save space, we present simulation results for only five 
methods LI, L3, L4, C2 and 52. The empirical coverage probabilities and average lengths 
for common values of the over-dispersion parameters (p = 0.05, cp = 0.10, and <p = 0.32 
are given in Table 3.3, Table 3.4, and Table 3.5 respectively. The corresponding biases of 
the confidence intervals (coverage probability -.95) are plotted in Figure 3.1, Figure 3.2 and 
Figure 3.3. 
The empirical coverage probabilities and average lengths for unequal values of the over-
dispersion parameters do = .324 and (pi = .249 are similar to those for the common value of 
the over-dispersion parameter (p = -32. These results are presented in Table 3.7. For extreme 
situations in which the risk difference as well as intracluster correlation is high (see Table 
3.8) none of the procedures do well. However, method C2 does better in terms of coverage 
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probability. ' 
Simulation results in these tables indicate that all methods maintain nominal coverage 
reasonably well, although method C2 has some edge in terms of correct coverage probabil-
ities (that is, it attains correct coverage probability 0.95 in more situations than any other 
method). Note that the bias of the confidence interval by the new method C2, in general, is 
the smallest (see Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.3) and that by the GEE method S2, in general, is the 
largest. In terms of average length, nearly similar performance is shown for all procedures. 
The average coverage length decreases as the cluster size increases (see the results for cluster 
size configurations a, b, and c). For unequal cluster size situation (see the results for cluster 
size configuration d) the empirical coverage lengths for all methods are of similar magnitude 
for smaller values of <p (0.05 and 0.10). For larger value'of 0 (0.32), the method C2 seems to 
give somewhat larger lengths. 
The symmetry property of confidence intervals was also checked. Coverage probability 
(the results are not given here) remains the same irrespective of whether A = t or A = — t, 
where t is some value between 0 to 1. The left and right non-coverage probabilities for all 
values of 4> were similar-. In Table 3.6 we present left and right non coverage probabilities 
for (b = 0.05 and A = 0.0,0.05, 0.1,0.2, 0.3,0.4,0.5,0.7. In general, for small values of A, the 
left and right non -coverage probabilities were similar. As the value of A increases, the left 
non-coverage probability becomes larger than the right non-coverage probability for methods 
LI, C2 and 52. The opposite property is evidenced for the other two methods. That is, 
for larger values of A there is evidence of asymmetry of the confidence intervals. We also 
conducted some simulation experiments to study mesial and distal non-coverage probabilities 
as defined and studied by Newcombe (1998). Note that Newcombe deals with non-clustered 
data, whereas we study the situation where the data are clustered. In our limited study 
we considered all four cluster size configurations, A = 0.001,0.002,0.003 representing the 
mesial ( A closer to 0) end and A = 0.900,0.995,0.997, -0.900, -0.995, -0.997 representing 
the distal (A close to ±1) end of the interval. The general properties of all the methods 
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remain the same as those found earlier (in Tables 3.3-3.5) for the mesial end. For the distal 
end, in general, the coverage is smaller than the nominal 95% coverage level for all methods. 
However, for the LI, C2 and 52 methods, it is never below 0.85. For the other two methods, 
L3 and L4, coverage becomes very small and even goes to zero in some cases in which cluster-
sizes are small. For example, for cluster size configuration (a), empirical coverage was found 
to be zero for all values of A used in the simulation. However, this situation improves as 
the cluster sizes increase. For example, for cluster size configuration (c) in which all cluster 
sizes are 40, empirical coverage ranged from 0.762 to 0.951. 
3.5 Examples 
Example 1. In this example we consider the data discussed in Section 3.1 and given in 
Table 3.1. We are interested in finding a confidence interval for the difference in prevalence 
rates A = n\ — TTO of children who do not have adequate level of solar protection. 
For these data, we obtain ifj = 0.422, TTQ = 0.618 and the estimate of the common intra-
class correlation <j> = 0.30. The 95% two sided confidence intervals for A by the five methods 
LI, L3, L4, C2 and 52 are (-0.405,0.013), (-0.392,0.017), (-0.385,0.016), (-0.412,0.026) 
and (—.409, .022) respectively. The corresponding lengths of the confidence intervals are 
.418, .409, .401, .438. and .430. 
Example 2. We now consider data from treatment 1 representing some low dose of a 
compound from a teratological experiment (Paul, 1982) and data from the control group. 
The data are given in Table 3.2. The data refer to litters of varying sizes, each litter having 
a number of abnormalities. For more details about the data, see Paul (1982). Now, let 
7Ti be the proportion of abnormalities in the treatment group and TTQ be the proportion of 
abnormalities in the control group. We are interested in estimating the difference A = -K\— TTQ. 
For these data we obtain 7^ = 0.13, TTQ = 0.13 and <£> = 0.160. The 95% two sided 
confidence intervals for A by the five methods LI, L3, L4, C2 and 52 are (—0.107,0.108), 
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(-0.107,0.105), (-0.110,0.108), (-0.108,0.105) and (-.105,0.102) respectively with cover-
age lengths 0.213, 0.212, 0.218, 0.213 and .208. 
The score test statistics (Tarone, 1979; Paul, 1982) with p-values in parenthesis for 
testing for over-dispersion in the treatment group and the control group in example 1, are 
3.017 (0.001) and 2.509 (0.006) respectively. The corresponding values for the two groups 
in example 2 are 2.568 (0.005) and 4.697 (< 0.001) . All data sets show evidence of over-
dispersion. Thus, all the methods discussed here for confidence intervals that take into 
account over-dispersion, are appropriate. 
In example 1, the confidence intervals for methods LI, L3 and LA are similar and their 
lengths are also similar. The confidence interval and the length for method C2 is somewhat 
different from those of LI, L3 and L4. The length of intervals for methods C2 and S2 are 
larger than those of methods LI, L3 and L4. In example 2, the confidence intervals for all 
methods are similar and the lengths for all methods are also similar. 
Example 3. As identified by Newcombe (1998), there are four boundary cases, NZ (no 
zero cells), OZ (one zero), RZ (two zeros in the same row) and DZ (two zeros on the same 
diagonal). Cases RZ and DZ imply that no clustering was observed. Example 1 and example 
2 both illustrate the NZ case. In this example we try all methods on an OZ case. The data 
are 5/10, 4/10, 1/10, 0/10 vs 0/10, 0/10, 0/10, 0/10. For these data, however, the values 
of BMS0 and WMSQ are 0. Thus the value of the estimate of cp0, used in the methods LI, 
L2, L3 and L4, is not valid and therefore the confidence intervals by LI, L2, L3, L4 methods 
do not exist. The confidence intervals for the C2 and S2 methods exist, and are (.016, .484) 
and (.047, .452) with corresponding lengths .468 and .405 . 
3.6 Results and discussion 
Two very simple methods for constructing a confidence interval for the risk difference have 
been introduced. One of these is based on an estimator of the variance of a ratio estimator 
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(Cochran, 1977) and the other is based on a sandwich estimator of the variance of the 
regression estimator using the generalized estimating equations approach of Zeger and Liang 
(1986). These procedures stand out with respect to computational simplicity. One of the 
existing procedures, namely, L4, shows larger average coverage lengths in some situations, 
otherwise all procedures have similar average coverage lengths. Method C2 computed the 
confidence interval as 
(ifi - 7f0) ± ZQ/2y/(vo + Vi), (3.5) 
where v{ = (^/(n,- - l ))X)"li(
xy ~ mij^i)2/mt- a n d ** - (Xi. + 0.5)/(mj. + 1), and is 
preferable as it is always computable and its overall performance is better than the other 
procedures. For example, method C2 attains correct coverage probability 0.95 in more 
situations than any other. This method, in general, also has the best bias and symmetry 
properties. A further advantage of this method is that the confidence interval, as evidenced 
from simulations, always remains within [-1, 1]. 
Method C2 can also be used for finding a confidence interval for a single proportion 
arising in cluster studies. We compared, by simulations, the methods L4, C2 and S2 and 
found somewhat inferior coverage properties for a single proportion in comparison to those 
for the R,D. For example, for n = 29 clusters, sample size configurations a, b, c and d, 
7T = 0.05,0.10,0.30,0.50, & = 0.05,0.10,0.20 and a = 0.05, coverage probability varied from 
0.88 to 0.94. All three methods showed similar performance with L4 and C2 having some 
edge over S2. The simulation results are shown in Table 3.9 and Table 3,10. 
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Table 3.1: Radiation exposure data. (Mayer et al., 1997). (i) Class sizes, (ii) Observed 
number of children with an inadequate level of solar protection. 
Groups 
Intervention (i) 3 2 2 5 I 3 1 2 2 2 I 3 I 3 2 2 6 2 4 2 2 2 2 1 I 1 I 1 T 
(ii) 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Control (i) 2 4 3 2 3 4 4 2 2 3 2 2 4 3 2 3 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 1 1 1 1 1 
(ii) 0 0 2 2 0 4 2 1 1 3 2 1 1 3 2 3 1 0 1 2 1 1 2 4 1 1 1 0 0 
Table 3.2: Toxicologic^! data. (Paul, 1982). (i) Number of live fetuses affected by treatment, 
(ii) Total number of live fetuses. 
Groups 
Dose.L (i) 5 11 7 9 12 8 6 7 6 4. 6 9 6 7 5 9̂  1 6 9̂  
(ii) 0 1 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 1 5 0 0 3 
ControLC (i) 12 7 6 6 7 8 10 7 8 6 11 7 8 9 2 7 9 7 11 10 4 8 10 12 8 7 8 
(ii) 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 5 2 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 2 4 0 
Table 3.3: Coverage probabilities, average lengths of confidence intervals for the risk differ-
ence A by the methods LI. L3, LA, CO,, 52; equal number of clusters n\ = no = 29 in both 








































































































































































































































































































































































Cluster size configuration; (a) is for cluster size 2, (b) is for cluster size 4, (c) is for cluster size 40, (d) is for 
cluster size as in example 1. 
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Table 3.4: Coverage probabilities, average lengths of confidence intervals, 
ence A by the methods LI, L3, LA, C2, S2; equal number of clusters n-{ 
groups: 7To = 0.20, cp = 0.10; a = 0.05: based on 10,000 simulations 
Cluster 

































































for the risk differ-


































































































































































Cluster size configuration: (a) is for cluster size 2, (b) is for cluster size 4, (c) is for cluster size 40, (d) is for 
cluster size as in example 1. 
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Table 3.5: Coverage probabilities, average lengths of confidence intervals, 
ence A by the methods LI, L3, L4, C2, ,5*2; equal number of clusters n\ 






































for the risk differ-


































































































































































Cluster size configuration: (a) is for cluster size 2, (b) is for cluster size 4, (c) is for cluster size 40, (d) is for 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.7: Coverage probabilities and average lengths of confidence intervals, for the risk 
difference A by the methods LI, L3, L4, C2, 52; equal number of clusters rt\ = no = 29 in 






































































































































































































Cluster size configuration: (a) is for cluster size 2, (b) is for cluster size 4, (c) is for cluster size 40, (d) is for 
cluster size as in example 1 
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Table 3.8: Coverage probabilities, average lengths of confidence intervals for the risk differ-
ence A by the methods LI, L3, L4, C2, 52; equal number of clusters rii = rio = 29 in both 
















































































Cluster size configuration: (a) is for cluster size 2, (b) is for cluster size 4, (c) is for cluster size 40, (d) is for 
cluster size as in example 1. 
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Table 3.9: Coverage probabilities and average coverage lengths of confidence intervals for 
single proportion w by the methods L4, C2, S2: number of clusters n = 29; for all com-
binations of 7T = 0.05,0.10,0.30,0.50 and <p = 0.05,0.10,0.20; a = 0.05; based on 10,000 
simulations 
Cluster 










































































































































































Cluster size configuration: (a) is for cluster size 2. (b) is for cluster size 4. 
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Table 3,10: Coverage probabilities and average coverage lengths of confidence intervals for 
single proportion IT by the methods LA. C2, S2: number of clusters n = 29; for all com-
binations of 7T = 0.05,0.10,0.30,0.50 and <j> = 0.05,0.10,0.20; a = 0.05; based on 10,000 
simulations 
Cluster 
















































































































































































































Figure 3.1: Bias of the 5 confidence intervals Ll(<». LS(+), L4(x), C2(«) and 52(A) in 


























Figure 3.2: Bias of the 5 confidence intervals £1(0), £3(+), L4(x), C2(«) and 52(A) in 
























































Figure 3.3: Bias of the 5 confidence intervals L1(0), £3(+), L4(x), C2(«) and 52(A) in 
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Figure 3.4: Bias of the 5 confidence intervals L1(0), LS(+), L4(x), C2(») and 52(A) in 
case of cluster size configuration (d). 
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Interval Estimation of Risk Ratio and 
Relative Risk Difference for Clustered 
Binary Data 
4.1 Introduction 
Cluster sampling is often employed in epidemiological or other cohort studies to compare the 
probability (risk) of binary outcomes in a treatment (disease, for example) group with that 
in a control group. Three important measures, risk difference, risk ratio and relative risk 
difference, having different applications, have been used in the literature (Lui, 2004). Risk 
difference is used, among others, in some public health studies in which the purpose is to 
measure the magnitude of excess mortality attributed to each disease (Lui, 2004, Chapter 2). 
Risk ratio is used in many studies including toxicological, etiological and cohort studies. For 
example, consider the data in Table 4.1 which is a subset of a dataset from a toxicological 
experiment analyzed by Donner and Klar (1994). The data represent the number of pups 
surviving 21 days of lactation among the number of pups alive 4 days after birth from 16 
pregnant rats whose diet was chemically treated in one group and not treated (control) in 
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the other group. Now. let TT\ and 7r0 denote the proportion of pups who would survive 21 
lactation days for treated and control groups respectively. Then the effect of the chemically 
treated diet can be measured by the risk ratio R,R — TIIJ-KQ. 
The relative risk difference, defined as RED = (711—7To)/(l—7r0), is used in some instances, 
as a measure of excess impact of some intervention (treatment). It is a preferred measure 
of association if research into the cause of some event (effectiveness of some intervention 
program) deals with public health issues where one has to allocate limited resources while 
making public health policies, as the level of rates can be lost in using risk ratio. For 
instance, ^ = \jlmo = I/IQQQOOO
 a r e both 10 fold increases in rate but the former has a 
more serious implication (Fleiss, Levin and Paik, 2003; Sheps, 1959; Berkson. 1958). This 
excess impact RED associated with being in the intervention group operates only on those 
individuals who would not have the event occurring to them otherwise. That is, the rate 7Tj 
in the intervention group is the sum of the rate -KQ in the control group and the excess impact 
RED applied to those who would not otherwise have had the event. For further details, see 
Fleiss et al (2003), Sheps (1959) and Berkson (1958). Thus TTI = TT0 + RED {I - TT0). For 
example, consider the data given in Table 4.2 (modified from the data given in Table 4.1 of 
Donner and Klar (1994)) from an educational intervention program for adolescent tobacco 
use prevention. Now, let TT\ and TTQ denote the proportion of children who stop using tobacco 
after 2 years of follow up, in each of the 12 schools assigned to the intervention and the 
control groups respectively. The educational intervention is expected to protect a fraction 
RED of those who would not have stopped using tobacco if they were not educated (note 
the intervention would have no effect on those who stop using tobacco in control group). 
It is of general interest in epidemiological studies to obtain confidence intervals for one 
or more of these quantities. The simplest analysis would be based on the assumption that 
observations within clusters are independent. Such an analysis would bias the inference 
procedures as observations within clusters are likely correlated. Lui (2001) reviews four 
methods for constructing confidence interval for risk difference. Paul and Zaihra (2008) 
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propose a new method based on an estimate of variance of a ratio estimator. Suppose that 
we independently sample n-,, clusters from the zth group, i = 0 ,1 , with rriij individuals, 
j = l , . . . , r i j . Suppose that :% is the number of individuals in the j t h cluster of the i th 
group who are exposed to a risk factor. The unbiased estimate of Xj is 7fj = Xijrrii,, where 
Xi. = Yl'j'Li xij a n d mi- = Y^jLi m'ij- This can be written as the ratio of two sample means, 
7?i = Xijrrii, where x~i = Xijn.i and rhi = m.j./n,;. Then, using a result by Cochran (1977, p. 
31) of the estimate of variance of a ratio estimator, an estimator of the variance of T?J is 
Vi = (nt/(rii - 1)) ̂ (xij - ^mijf/ml = m/im - 1) J^ r^jmi, (4.1) 
where r „ = Xij — TTiiriij. Paul and Zaihra (2008) also develop a sandwich estimator vs. of 
the variance of 7fj using the generalized estimating equations approach of Zeger and Liang 
(1986). They further show a simple relationship between %\ and vSi as Vi = ^jVSi. 
Using the estimator Vi, an approximate 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for the risk 
difference A = TTJ — 7r0, proposed by Paul and Zaihra (2008), is (TTI — 7r0) ± za/2y/(vo + t'i), 
where TT* = (;r,;. + 0.5)/(m,;. + 1). The corresponding confidence interval using vSt as the 
variance of 7?* is {TT\ — TTQ) ± za/2\/(vSo + vSl). Note that these methods do not assume any 
specific model for over-dispersion or intraclass correlation. From an extensive simulation 
study, the former of the above two methods performs better than the latter method and the 
four methods given by Lui (2001). 
Lui et al. (2000) develop four asymptotic interval estimators for the risk ratio (see also 
Lui (2004)). An estimate of the risk ratio RR, though biased, is RR = TTI/TTO. Using the delta 
method, an approximate variance of the estimator RR is var(RR) = (iri/TTo)'2 J2i=o(
var('J?i)I11?)-
The four procedures developed by Lui et al. (2000), which we review in Section 4.2, are 
based on an estimate of the beta-binomial variance var(ij) = 7r,(l — 7?j)/(m7;, <pi)/(rrii.), 
where f(?ni,(t>i) = X ) m y [ l + ( m v — l)0i]A^i. and (pi is the cluster specific over-dispersion 
parameter. Each of the four methods of interval estimators for the risk ratio developed by 
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Lui et al. (2000) is compared, by simulations, using three estimates of var(iTi), namely, that 
used by Lui et al. (2000), Vi and vSi. Thus, we compare twelve cases. 
Lui (2004) discusses three methods of constructing confidence intervals for the relative 
risk difference RED. These methods are also based on an estimate of the beta-binomial 
variance vartfi) = 7Tj(l — ??,;)/'(rnj, 4>i)/(mi). Each of these three methods is compared, by 
simulations, using the three estimates of var(ifi) discussed above. Thus, here we compare 
nine cases. 
In Section 4.2 we review methods for constructing confidence intervals for risk ratio and 
relative risk difference. Section 4.3 reports an extensive simulation study for comparison 
of methods to construct confidence interval for risk ratio as well as some simulations for 
comparison of methods for confidence interval construction of relative difference. In Section 
4.4 we give two examples to report applications of the procedures to two real life datasets. 
A discussion of results follows in Section 4.5. 
4o2 Review of procedures for calculation of t he confi-
dence interval 
4.2.1 Confidence interval for the risk ratio 
Lui et al. (2000) evaluated four methods of constructing confidence intervals for the risk 
ratio. Here we review- each of these methods and introduce two other versions, based on 
Vi and vSi discussed in Section 4.1, for each method. Now, an estimate of var(RR) is 
var(RR) = (^i/^o)2 X^oC^^C^O/7^2); where var(7Ti) is an estimate of vartfi) — 7fi(l — 
7f«)/(Tnt,0i)/(Tni.). 
Thus an approximate 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for RR, based on asymptotic 
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normality of RR, is given by 
max{RR — za/2yvar(RR),0}, RR + za/2yvaf
:(RR) (4.2) 
Note that the confidence interval boundaries for RR can be between 0 to cc. 
Method Ml (Lui et al. (2000)): 
Lui et al. (2000) use an estimate vit of the variance of 7?i based on the beta-binomial 
model using an ANOVA estimate of the beta-binomial over-dispersion parameter as follows: 
vit = var(£i) = 7^(1 - 7fj)/(mj, &)/(mn.), where, /(m4, (pi) = ]T
 mij[l + (mij ~ l)0i]/^i., 
nt = Xijrrii. and <pt = (BMS, - WMSi)/[BMSl + (m* - l)WMSi], where BMS{ = 
E^S/mo-CEi^OVEi^il/C^-i) BxidWMSi = E J ^ - E i ( ^ M i ) ] / ( E J ( ^ -
1)) are "between mean squared errors" and "within mean squared errors" respectively. The 
above analysis of variance (ANOVA) type estimate of the intraclass correlation (pi was first 
proposed by Elston (1977) for correlated continuous data and later used by others, such as 
Donner et al. (1981). For further details see Appendix A.2. 
Method MR1: Use Vi as an estimate of war (•/?*), where 
n.; 
Vi = {ni/ini - 1)) ^2,{xij - TCiTnijf/ml = ^ /(n* - 1) ] P rfj/mi, (4.3) 
where r.^ = Xij — 7iYm,:j with ifi = (xi, + 0.5)/(m,.. + 1). 
Method MSI: 
Use vs. as an estimate of var(TTi). where vs. = in. 
As the sampling distribution of RR can be skewed, the interval estimator (4.2) may 
not perform well, especially when the number of clusters is small (Katz, Baptista, Azen 
and Pike, 1978). To avoid this problem, as an extension of method Ml, Lui et al. (2000) 
propose to use a logarithmic transformation to improve the normal approximation. Then, 
using the delta method, an approximate variance of the estimator log(RR) is var(log(RR)) = 
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Yli=oivar(^i)/7Ti2)- Now an estimate oivar(log(RR)) is var(log(RR)) = X^i=o(t'^r(^)/^j2)• 
Based on the logarithmic transformation of RR, an asymptotic 100(1 — a)% confidence 
interval for the RR is given by 
(RR) exp I —Za/2\lvar(log(RR)) j ,(RR)exp I Za/2\/var(log(RR)) (4.4) 
Method M2 (Lui et al. (2000)): 
Use vit for var(iti) in (4.4). 
Method MR2: 
Use V{ for var(ifi) in (4.4). 
Method MS2: 
Use vSi for var(iTi) in (4.4). 
Now, define Z = iri — RRTT0. It can be seen that .E'(Z) = 0 and Var(Z) = Var(7Ti) + 
(i?i?,)2VAar(7ro). An estimate of Var(Z) is var(Z) = var(ii\) + (RR)2var (TTQ). Further, in 
Appendix (A.l) we show that 7fj ~ N(Tii,var(7ii)) as rii —* oo, for % = 0,1. Therefore, we 
deduce that Z = TT\ — RR%o ~ Af(0, Var(Z)). Now, using this normal approximation and 
following a similar principle to that used in Fieller's theorem (Chapter 2, Section 2.2) we 
consider the probability P(V(^r/Z) <•
 za/2) = 1 — a ; which gives us the following inequality 
in terms of RR. 
{TTi ~ RRh}2 J2 
Var(wx) + (RR)
2Var(7TQ) ~ *
a/2 < zln, (4.5) 
which on simplification gives us 
{*o - z2a/2Var(7rQ)}(RR)
2 - 2{t1it0}(RR) + {ir
2_ - z2a/2Var(^)} < 0. (4.6) 
For computing the interval we replace Var(n0) by its estimate var(w0) and Var(TX\) by its 
estimate tJar(-Tri) in equation (4.6). This leads us to the following 100(1 — a)% confidence 
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set for RR, namely 
{RR: A(RR)2-2B{RR) + C <0}, (4.7) 
where A = it2 — z2,ova/r(n0), B = TTITTQ and C = ir
2 — ^ / 2 W ( T T I ) . For further details on the 
accuracy of intervals based on Fieller's theorem using a normal approximation, see Sitter 
and Wu (1993). 
Further, the set given by equation (4.7) defines a parabola in RR and the roots of 
the parabola give the end points of the confidence set. Now, if A > 0 and B2 — AC > 
0, we would obtain an approximate 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for RR by solving 
A(RR)2 — 2B(RR) + C = 0. Thus an asymptotic 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for RR is 
[RRuRBa], (4.8) 
where RR} = max {(B - \/B
2 - AC)/A, 0} and RR2 = (B + VB'
2 - AC)/A. 
Method M3 (Lui et al. 2000): 
Use vit for var(ifi) in the expressions for A and C above. 
Method MR3: 
Use Vi for vari^i) in the expressions for A and C above. 
Method MS3: 
Use vSi for varfa) in the expressions for A and C above. 
Note in order to avoid negative or complex values of RR, in the above methods M3. MRS 
and MS3, the restrictions A > 0 and B2 — AC > 0 need to be imposed. 
To reduce the possible skewness of the sampling distribution of , ^ri~ no' Bailey 
(1987) proposed considering , Wl -^ *o) which leads to an approximate 100(1 — a)% 
V/>or(7rJ
/ J-(ilR*o)1 /3)}' 
confidence interval for RR, given bv 
max <.x U(B^ - s/BV - A tC t ) / ^ )
3 , o} , U(Bi + VBV ~ AtCt)/At)3, | 1 (4.9) 
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where At = 7r0
2/3-Z*/2uar(7fo)/97r0
4/3, B* = (TTITTQ)1^ and C = rf.i2/3 - Zl/2var(n\)TTi
A/3\ 
Method M4 (Lui et al. 2000): 
Use V[. for var(iTi) in the expressions for A^ and C* above. 
Method MR4: 
Use Vi for var(iTi) in the expressions for A^ and C* above. 
Method MS4: 
Use vSi for var{ii) in the expressions for A^ and C^ above. 
4.2.2 Confidence interval for relative risk difference, RED 
Lui (2004) discuss three methods of constructing confidence interval for the relative risk 
difference. As in Section 4.2.1 here we review each of these methods and introduce two other 
versions, based on Vi and vSi, for each method. To estimate relative risk difference 8. we 
substitute ifi for m and obtain the estimator 8 = (ifi —-rfo)/(1 — Tr0). Using the delta method, 
an asymptotic variance of the estimator 8 is Var(8) = if2 ^2i=.0var(ni)/(l ~~ ^t) • where 
ip = (1 — 7i"i)/(l — 7r0). Now, an estimate of var{8) is vaf(8) = <p
2 X^j=o t !^ r(^)/(l ~ ^») 5 
where (p = (1 — TTI)/(1 — TTO)- Thus an asymptotic 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for the 
RED is given by 
max{8 — ZQ/2\/Var(8),Q},min{8 + Za/2yVar(8), 1} (4.10) 
Note that to ensure that a confidence interval falls in specified range of 8, we have restric-
tions on the confidence limits: maximum of 8 — Za/2\jVar{8) and 0 for the lower limit and 
minimum of 8 — Za/2\/Var(8) and 1 for the upper limit. 
Method RD1 (Lui, 2004): 
Use vi- for var(ifi) in (4.10). 
Method RDR1: 
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Use Vi for va/rfa) in (4.10). 
Method RDS1: 
Use vSi for varfa) in (4.10). 
When both the sample sizes and the probability of positive response TTJ are small, the 
sampling distribution of 8 can be skewed and hence the interval estimator (4.8) may not 
perform well, especially when the number of clusters is small (Katz et al., 1978). To avoid 
this, Lui (2004) proposed to use the logarithmic transformation of (p = 1 — 8 to improve 
the normal approximation. Then, using the delta method and some algebra, an asymptotic 
100(1 — a)% confidence interval for 8 is given by 
1 - rnin{((p) exp [Za/2\/var{log{ip))j , 1}, 1 - <£exp y-Za/2y/vttr(log((p))j (4.11) 
where var(ip) = Y^i=o(v^r(^d/(^ ~ ^t) )• 
Note that since 0 < (p < 1 and exp (Za/2\/vaf{log(ip))) > 1 therefore, 
0exp (ZQ/2\/var(log(ip))) can be greater than 1 as well as less than 1. As 0 < 8 < 1 to 
avoid overshoot in confidence interval, we use min{(<p) exp (Za/2y/var(log(<p))) , 1} while 
calculating the lower limit of 8. Now, since 0 < exp ( — Zaf2-\/var(log(ip))) < 1 , we have 
0 < cpexp lZa/2\/vaf(log{0))) < 1. Thus we do not use the constraint while calculating-
upper limit of the confidence interval. 
Method RD2 (Lui, 2004): 
Use vit for varfa) in (4.11). 
• Method RDR2: 
Use h\ for varfa) in (4.11). 
Method RDS2: 
Use vSi for varfa) in (4.11). 
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Now, let o = 7T] — 7f0 and 6 = 1 — TT0. Further, define Z = a — REDb. Now, an estimate 
of Var(Z) is var(Z) = vn — 2{RED)v\2 + (RED)2V22, where u n = varfo) + var(if\), 
Vyi = var{io) and ?;22 = ^^(TTQ). Then, following a procedure similar to that used in 
Section 4.2.1 for obtaining M3, we obtain an asymptotic 100(1 — a)% confidence interval for 
RED as 
[REDURED2], (4.12) 
where REDX = max {(B - VB
2 - AC)/A,0}, iLED2 = mm {(S + Vi?
2 -AC)/A,l}, 
A = b2 - zl/2v22; B = ah- z
2
a/2v22 and C = a
2 - ^ / 2 ^ n -
Method RD3 (Lui, 2004): 
Use vit for var{ixi) in the expressions for A and C above. 
Method RDR3: 
Use Vi for varfa) in the expressions for A and C above. 
Method RDS3: 
Use vSi for var(TTi) in the expressions for ,4 and C above. 
4.3 Simulation study and the results 
4.3=1 Simulation and results for methods to construct confidence 
interval for B,B, 
Now we report on a simulation study conducted to compare the 12 methods discussed in 
Section 4.1 for the construction of confidence intervals for the risk ratio RR. As we mentioned 
in Section 4.1 Lui et al. (2000) evaluate four methods Ml, M2, M3 and M4 and for each 
method we propose two extensions. All the methods by Lui et al. (2000) use an estimate v^ 
(given in Section 2.1) of var(iii) based on the beta-binomial model and our extensions are 
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based on Vj,: variance of a ratio estimator of TTJ and vs.\ variance of a sandwich estimator 
7fj. Thus method 1 has three versions Ml, MR1 and MSI, method 2 has three versions M2, 
MR2 and MS2, method 3 has three versions M3, MR3 and MS3 and method 4 has three 
versions M4, MR4 and MS4. 
For data generation we follow Lui et al. (2000). Specifically, we consider equal numbers of 
clusters n (=20, 30 and 50) in the two comparison groups and common intraclass correlation 
coefficient <pi = c60 = (p. Values of RR, TTQ and (p are taken as RR = 1,2,4, w0 = 0.1,0.2 
and cp = 0.1,0.5,0.6. The values of 7Ti are determined from TTI = RRKQ. Cluster sizes m^ 
are generated from the Poisson distribution with mean rrio=5, 10, 50. However, my = 0 
and rriij = 1 have been excluded. Note that Paul and Zaihra (2008) use fixed cluster sizes. 
However, results for fixed cluster sizes and those from a Poisson distribution are similar. 
Data in the control group were generated from a beta-binomial distribution with mean irQ 
and over-dispersion parameter <p and those in the treatment group were generated from a 
beta-binomial distribution with mean TTI and over-dispersion parameter <p. As in the case of 
risk difference investigated by Paul and Zaihra (2008), the confidence interval does not exist 
for some samples if both BMSi and WMSi are 0, as the estimate of (pi, used in the methods 
Ml, M2, M3 and M4, is not valid. Also, if A < 0 or B2 - AC < 0 or if B& - A^C^ < 0, 
then confidence intervals by the methods M3 and M4 do not exist. Coverage probability 
and average length were based on 10,000 samples in which confidence interval existed for 
all methods (good samples). The coverage probability for RR obtained, is equal to the 
number of times the confidence intervals contained the true value of RR/10.000. For each of 
the 10,000 good samples the length of the confidence interval was calculated. The average 
coverage length (average length) is the mean of these 10,000 lengths. The number of samples 
rejected, in general, was small (in 10,000 samples 0 to 1,000 samples were rejected). However, 
for some small values of n and m and large values of <p. this number was substantial (even 
up to 17,000 samples were rejected). 
We now compare the coverage probability properties of the methods. For this, we first 
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compare bias of the three versions of each method. Average bias (coverage probability - 0.95) 
over all combinations of n and m were plotted against different values of the risk ratio RR. 
For example, for RR = 1, average bias is the mean of the nine biases for all combinations of 
n = 20,30,50 and in = 5,10,50. The plots for different combinations of TTQ and q> are given 
in Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.4 for the four methods. 
It appears from the graphs in Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 that, overall, the methods 
which use the variance of a ratio estimator of 7Tj, namely, the methods MR1, MR2, MR3 
and MR4, have smallest bias. We then compare the average bias of the four methods MR1, 
MR2, MR3 and MR4 using Figure 4.5. We see from Figure 4.5 that the method MR3, which 
is based on the variance of the ratio estimator vi of var^i) and Fieller's theorem for the 
construction of confidence intervals, has the best overall bias property. The next best is that 
of MR2. 
We next discuss properties of all these methods in terms of average coverage length. This 
property is similar for all three versions of each method. We give coverage probability and 
average length of the confidence intervals for the methods MR1, MR2, MR3 and MR4 in 
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 for TTO = 0.10, 0 = 0.10 and 0.50. Results for other combinations of TTQ and 
<b are similar. In general, MR3 shows larger average length than the other three methods, 
substantially larger when the sample size is small or the number of clusters is small (see for 
n = 20, mo = 5,10 and for n = 30, mo = 5). 
4.3.2 Simulation and results for methods to construct confidence 
interval for RED 
In this section, we report on a simulation study to compare the 9 methods RD1, RDR1, 
RDS1, RD2, RDR2, RDS2, RD3, RDR3 and RDS3 discussed in Section 4.3.1 for the con-
struction of confidence intervals for the relative difference RED. 
As in Section 4.2.2, we consider equal numbers of clusters n (=10, 20, 30 and 50) in the 
two comparison groups', common intraclass correlation coefficient <p\ = cpQ = <fi and values 
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of 7To and 4> as TT0 = 0.1 and <f> = 0.1. 0.2, 0.5. As relative difference is used in cases 
where the experimental treatment tends to increase the probability of positive response as 
compared with standard treatment or control, we must have TT\ > WQ. SO, we consider 
values of 7Ti = 0.15, 0.20,0.25, 0.3,0.4and0.6 producing values of RED = 1jE^L =-056, .111, 
.167, .222, .333 and .555 respectively. Further, as in Section 4.2, cluster sizes rriij have been 
generated from the Poisson distribution with mean r??o=5, 10, 50 with rriij = 0 and m„ = 1 
being excluded. As in the case of RD and RR the confidence interval does not exist for some 
samples if either BMSi or WMSi is 0, as the estimate of 0,, used in all the methods, is not 
valid. Further, if A < 0 or B2 — AC < 0, then confidence intervals by the methods RD3, 
RDR3 and RDS3 do not exist. The coverage probability and average length were based 
on 10,000 samples in which the confidence interval existed for all methods (good samples). 
Here, as compared to Section 4.3.1, a substantial number of samples had to be rejected to 
produce 10,000 good samples. 
The results of the simulations (which are not given here) show that the properties, in 
terms of bias and average length, of the three versions of each method are similar. So, in line 
with Section 4.2, we study further the version based on the variance of a ratio estimator for 
all three methods, namely, the methods RDR1, RDR2 and RDR3. The results are given in 
Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. From the results in Tables 4.5-4.7 we see that all the three methods 
show similar behavior, although method RDR3 seems to have, in general, smaller bias and 
smaller average coverage length. For larger values of (p (<p = 0.5) all three methods show 
under-coverage. For smaller values of 0 (<p = 0.1) all three methods show under-coverage 
only when the sample size is small or the number of clusters is small (see for RED=0.056, 
7i=20, 30). For larger values of RED there is evidence of over-coverage. 
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4.4 Examples 
4.4.1 Confidence intervals for RR for toxicological dataset 
As an illustrative example, we consider the toxicological data discussed in Section 4.1 and 
given in Table 4.1. For these data we obtain TTI = 0.772, ir0 = 0.899, RR = .859 and the esti-
mate of the common intraclass correlation cp — 0.193. The 95% two sided confidence intervals 
for the risk ratio RR by the four methods M M , MR2, MRS and MRA are (0.700,1.018); 
(0.714,1.034); (0.703,1.022) and (0.710,1.029) respectively. The corresponding lengths of 
the confidence intervals are 0.318, 0.319, 0.319 and 0.318. 
4.4.2 Confidence intervals for RED for educational intervention 
program 
As an illustrative example, we consider the data in Table 4.2 which were analyzed by Donner 
and Klar (1994). For these data, we obtain <KX = 0.957, IT0 = 0.938, RED = .306 and the 
estimate of the common intraclass correlation <p = 0.010. The 95% two sided confidence 
interval for the RED by the three methods RDR1, RDR2 and RDR3 are (0.000, .634); 
(0.000, .565) and (0.000, .563) with the corresponding lengths of the confidence intervals 
.634, 0.565 and .563 respectively. 
4.5 Discussion 
Lui (2004) discusses four methods of constructing confidence interval for the risk ratio (RR). 
Each of these methods is based on an estimate of the beta-binomial variance of 7fj. We 
compare each method, by simulation, with two other methods based on a sandwich estimator 
vSi and an estimator v,. of the variance of a ratio estimator. Our simulations show that the 
methods MR1, MR2,,MR3 and MR4, which use the variance of a ratio estimator of 7Tj, 
have smallest bias. Further simulations show that the method MRS, which is based on the 
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variance of ratio estimator Vi of varfa) and Fieller's theorem for the construction of the 
confidence interval, has the best overall bias property. According to the simulation results, 
method MR.3 shows, on average, the largest average length. However, analysis of a number 
of real data sets, including the one given in Section 4.3, show no qualitative difference among 
the lengths of the confidence intervals obtained by the four methods MR1, MR2, MR3 and 
MR4, except in the situation in which one of the TTJ'S is near the boundary. 
To further examine the appropriateness of using MR1, MR/2, MRS and MR4 in the 
particular configuration (n0 = 0.899, cp = 0.193, RR = 0.859, n = 16, m, = 9) given by the 
example in Section 4.4.1, we apply simulation again. When applying MR1, MR2, MR3 and 
MR4, we obtain the estimated coverage probabilities and coverage length (in parentheses) of 
the 95% confidence interval to be .94(.294), .94(.295), .94(.295) and .94(.295) respectively. 
These results suggest that all the above methods of interval estimation should be appropriate 
for use in the above example type configuration. 
In a similar study for the construction of confidence intervals for the relative risk difference 
RED, the method RDR3, which corresponds to the method MR3 above, shows superior 
properties in terms of bias and average coverage length. 
Thus, for the construction of 100(1 — a)% confidence intervals for the risk ratio (RR) we 
recommend the method MR3 which is 
[RRL,RRu], 
where RRL = max {(B - y/B
2 -AC)/A,0}, RRv = (B + VB
2 ~ AC)/A, A = K2 -
Zl/2var(T?0), B = T̂ TTO and C = j[l-Z
2
a/2var(Tr\) and var(??») = vt = (n7;/(rii-l)) Yl%\{
xij~ 
Kimij)2/m2r Further, for the construction of 100(1 — 0;)% confidence intervals for the relative 
risk difference (RED), we recommend the method RDR3 which gives 
.[REDL,REDu], 
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where REDL = max {(B - VB
2 - AC)/A,0}, REDV = min{(B + VB
2 
A = b2 — ?>22̂ a/2> B = ah and C = a
2 — vnZ^,2, a = iti — TTQ and b = 
var(i?o) 4- var(iii) and v22 = var(ir0) and var(-Ki) is the same as above. 
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Table 4.1: Toxicological data (Weil, 1970). (i) Total number of pups alive 4 days after birth 










































































Table 4.2: Rates of tobacco use. (Dormer and Klar, 1994). (i) School sizes, (ii) Observed 

























































Table 4.3: The estimated coverage probabilities and average lengths of confidence intervals 
(in parenthesis) for the relative difference by the methods MR1, MR2, MR3, MRA\ for 
equal number of clusters ri\ = n0 = n in both groups, mean cluster size m0 = 5,10, 50, 
RR = 1,2; underlying mean probability of response in group 0, TT0 ~ 0.10 and a — 0.05; 
based on 10,000 simulations 
0=.l 0=.'O 





































































































































































































































































































































Table 4.4: The estimated coverage probabilities and average lengths of confidence intervals 
(in parenthesis) for the relative difference by the methods MRl, MR2, MRS, MR4: for 
equal number of clusters ri\ = no = n in both groups, mean cluster size mo = 5,10, 50, 
RR = 4; underlying mean probability of response in group 0, TT0 = 0.10 and a = 0.05; based 
on 10,000 simulations 
<p—.l <p—.5 




































































































































































Table 4.5: The estimated coverage probabilities and average lengths of confidence intervals 
(in parenthesis) for the relative difference by the methods RDR1, RDR2, RDR'i; for equal 
number of clusters «] = n0 = n in both groups, mean cluster size m0 — 5,10,50, RED = 
0.056,0.111; underlying mean probability of response in group 0, TT0 = 0.10 and a — 0.05; 
based on 10,000 simulations 
d=.l <f>=.5 






























































































































































































































































Table 4.6: The estimated coverage probabilities and average lengths of confidence intervals 
(in parenthesis) for the relative difference by the methods RDR1, RDR'2, RDR3; for equal 
number of clusters n\ = no = n in both groups, mean cluster size mo — 5,10,50, RED = 
0.167,0.222; underlying mean probability of response in group 0, 7r0 = 0.10 and a — 0.05; 
based on 10,000 simulations 
(P=.l (l>=.5 
RED n mo RDR1 RDR2 RDR3 RDR1 RDR2 RDR3 











































































































































































































































Table 4.7: The estimated coverage probabilities and average lengths of confidence intervals 
(in parenthesis) for the relative difference by the methods RDRl, RDR2, RDR3; for equal 
number of clusters n\ = no — n in both groups, mean cluster size mo = 5,10,50, RED = 
0.333,0.555; underlying mean probability of response in group 0, TT0 = 0.10 and a — 0.05; 
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Figure 4.5: Bias of the confidence intervals by all four methods MR1, MR2, MR3 and MR4 
which use variance of ratio estimator 
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Chapter 5 
Variance Function Est imation for 
Overdisperseci Counts 
5.1 Introduction 
Count data with over-dispersion arise in many diverse fields, including biostatistics, radioim-
munoassay, econometrics, pharmacokinetics modelling, enzyme kinetics, chemical kinetics, 
quality control among others. For example. Bliss and Fisher (1953) present a set of count 
data (see Table 5.3) consisting of the number of European red mites on apple leaves for 
which the mean and the variance are 1.15 and 2.27 respectively showing that the variance 
exceeds the mean. The embryonic death counts dataset by McCaughran and Arnold (1976), 
given in Table 5.1 have similar properties having mean 1.20 and variance 1.733. 
These data are often modelled using a negative binomial distribution (see, for example, 
Anscombe, 1949; Bliss and Fisher, 1953; Bliss and Owen, 1958; McCaughran and Arnold, 
1976). Different authors have expressed the negative binomial distribution in different forms; 
see, for example, Bliss and Fisher (1953), Johnson and Kotz (1969), Bliss and Owen (1958) 
and Collings and Margolin (1985). The most convenient is that proposed by Bliss and 
Owen (1958) and used by Collings and Margolin (1985), Barnwal and Paul (1988), Paul 
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and Banerjee (1998) and others in which the random variable Y follows a negative binomial 
distribution with mean fi and coefficient c, denoted by Y ~ NB(fi.c), if 
ftt^ri^f^)1^)' (5.D 
y\L (c l) 1 + c/i 1 + Cfi 
for y — 0,1,.. . , 0 < JJ. < oo, 0 < c < oo. Here £(y) — fj, and Var(y) = /i(l + c/i). The 
NB((.i,c) distribution becomes the Poisson distribution in the limit when c —> 0. Further 
properties of NB(fi,c) are given in Paul and Plackett (1978) and Lawless (1987) . 
However, in many practical situations, a full distributional assumption becomes restric-
tive. More robust analyses are performed using some semi-parametric model, such as the 
extended quasi-likelihood (Nelder and Pregibon, 1987). Intrinsic in the semi-parametric 
analysis of count data is the assumption of the variance function. The most popular vari-
ance function is that given by the negative binomial, namely VariY) = /j(l + cfi) = /i + cfi2 
(see, for example, Paul and Banerjee, 1998). Other variance functions can also be used. For 
example, Bartlet (1936) uses a variance function VariY) = C\\.i + c2//
2 to analyze counts 
for field experiments, where c\ and Ci are parameters to be estimated from the data. A 
similar expression is Var(Y) = c3/x
6. Both Armitage (1957) and Finney (1976) find by 
study of examples that 1 < b < 2. The variance function VariY) = ' c3/i
6 with 6 = 2, 
that is, Var(Y) = Csfi2, is identical to the second part of the negative binomial variance 
function, although, in practical data analysis, the value of c in Var(Y) = fi + C^L2 and o?, in 
Var(Y) — c3fi
2 would probably be different. Finney (1976) references Rodbard and Hutt 
(1974) who commented from personal experience that for immunoradiometric assays, the 
linear term in Var(Y) = c\\i + o^i2 can be omitted, therefore providing support for the 
variance function Var(Y) = Czjx2. 
A more generalized variance function is Var{Y) = /u(l + c^b) obtained from a three 
parameter generalization of the negative binomial distribution developed by Cameron and 
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Trivedi (1986). The probability function of this distribution, denoted by NB(ji,c,b), is 
rv-y + c r V ^ ) 1 C~V~~6 cub y 
Pr(Y = y) = ̂ V - ' ) W ' ' ^ ^ <5'2) 
In this chapter we discuss some of the variance functions and make an attempt to determine 
an appropriate variance function (mean-variance relationship) which can be used in the semi-
parametric analysis of count data. We use a hypothesis testing approach through a broader 
class of models, a data analytic approach and some simulations. The models considered are 
the three parameter negative binomial distribution and the extended quasi-likelihood. 
In Section 5.2 we discuss some variance functions. In Section 5.3 we develop a score test 
statistic to test fit of a two parameter negative binomial distribution N(m, c) against its three 
parameter generalization NB(p, c, b), discuss likelihood ratio test and derive extended quasi-
likelihood for some variance functions. In Section 5.4 we use data analysis and simulations 
to choose an appropriate variance function. A discussion follows in Section 5.5. 
5.2 The variance functions 
We consider four variance functions: 
(a.)Var(Y)=fjL(l + cfj), 
(b) Var(Y) = c,\p, + c2n
2, 
(c) Var(Y) = c-sfi2 
and 
(d) Var(Y) = / i ( l + c//). 
Note that variance function (a) is that of the negative binomial distribution and variance 
function (d) is that of the three parameter generalized negative binomial distribution. The 
negative binomial variance function (a) is the most popular (Collings, 1981 and Fisher, 1941), 
which is a special case of the variance function (d). Variance function (b) is also a special 
case of the variance function (d) with C\ = 1, c2 — c, b = 2. For testing the negative binomial 
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variance function (a) against the generalized negative binomial variance function (d) (that is, 
for testing HQ : b = 1 against H\ : h ̂  1) we develop a score test statistic and do likelihood 
ratio analysis in what follows. 
5,3 Test statistics 
5.3.1 The score test statistic 
The score test statistic (Rao, 1947) is obtained from C(a) test by replacing nuisance param-
eter^) by their maximum likelihood estimates. Thus, the score test is based on the residual 
for regression of the score function for the parameter(s) of interest on the score function for 
the nuisance parameter(s). The nuisance parameter(s) are then replaced by the maximum 
likelihood estimates (MLE's), which are >/n (n is the number of observations used in es-
timating the parameters) consistent estimates. The C(a) or score test has been shown by. 
many authors (see for instance, Paul and Islam, 1995) to be asymptotically equivalent to 
the likelihood ratio test (LRT) and to other tests (like Wald's test) using MLE's. There 
are several advantages of the score tests. These often maintain at least approximately a 
pre-assigned level of significance a and they require estimates of parameters only under null 
hypothesis. 
Suppose Y], . . . , Y„, is a random sample of size n from the three parameter negative 
binomial model NB(p,,c,b) which has probability function 
Pr(Y .., r(y + ,-y->) i «-v- c* ' 
Now, for any non-negative integer y and any .x ^ 0, — 1, — 2, . . . , 
T(y + x)/T(x) = TLyj=l{x + (j - 1)}, if y>0 and 
= 1 if V = 0. (5.4) 
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So, 
T(y + c //• l , , l - 6 \ 
^ i(c-y'>) ' ) ' t o»[ni ' -V'- 'Hri)}] 
MII 
j = i 
1 + (j - l)c// 6 - 1 
. 6 - 1 J ^ [log{\ + (j - l)c/j,b-1) - log(cnb 
E [log(l + (j - l )^ 6 " 1 ) ] - y logics1). 
3 = 1 
Then, the kernel of the log-likelihood can be written as 
(5.5) 
1 = E { M ^ p / . f ^ P ) } - ^ ( 1 + c//) X)(C"V1-6) - ^ ( 1 + cfi") $ > ; ) + log(ci/)J2yi i [c /i j 
i = i 
n !/i 
i = l j = l i = l 
n yt 
E E / o ^ + tf -1)^6_1) - E E M^*-1) - MI+c/'6) I > + c ~ v->)+ 
i = i j = i ?;=i .?=i i = i 
/o#(c) E ^ + b l°9^) E ?;* 
i = i 
n Vi 
i=l 
1 . . 1 -; /0ff (i + (j - i)c/i
6-]) - %(c) 2^ & - (b - l)l°giu) 2^ v* ~ l°90- + wb) 2 _ > + c-1? 
i= l j—l i=\ i=\ t=l 
n n 
log^ E ̂ +6 l o#^ E ̂  
i = l i = l 
n n y» 
login) E W + E E M 1 + (J - 1)^6"1) - l0^1 + ^6) X > + C"V1-6)- (5-6) 
i=l i= l j= l i = l 
Following Barnwal and Paul (1988) we define <p = b and 9 = (/A,, C). We further define 
d2£ a2e a2e W) = I 16=1, D = Ei-^}b=1, A = (£[-MJ6=i, E[-^b=l) and 
B 
XT I 92£] pr d2£ i \ 
^ ( - g ^ j 6 = i £l-7wJ7J6=i I 
y 
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where Var(it>(9)) — D — AB~1A. which has asymptotically, as n —> oo, a chi-square dis-
tribution with one degree of freedom. Note that 9 is an unknown nuisance parameter. If 
9 is replaced by 6, the maximum likelihood estimator of 9 under H0 in tb, A, B and D, 
Wf T-T is chi-square, asymptotically, as n —» oo, with one then the distribution of S — D_AB-\A 
degree of freedom (Moran, 1970). Now, using the log-likelihood (I) given by equation (5.6) 
the required quantities for the score statistic S are obtained in what follows. 
V = hj7 \b=i do 




c \i log{n) Y^ -j 




D = E 
E 
b=l 
n log(j.i)2log(l + cfi) nfdog{fx)2{l + 2c/i) 
(1 + c//)2 
cfi log(fi)2 EILi VJ , i N2 f y ^ y ^ C?'~ l) 
(1 + CAl)2 
n log{fi)2log(l + qi) rifi log(fi)2 
(1 + cfi) 
n oo y 
• login2) ]C E E nJ(i\)r)2
Pr^ = a^sav)> 
j = l y=0 j = l V U ; W 
(5.9) 
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Therefore, we can write A = [ao, 0). 
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Thus, the score test statistic for testing H0 : b = 1 against H\ : 6 ^ 1, is given by 
U M 2 
s 
m 
di M ' 
where, ^ ) = ^ ' ^ + c log(Ji) £ ? = 1 E?Li (T^Pfe) " * A %(A) E L i %T§?> &I 
2n/o^(/i){ 2op(l+c/t) 1-fe/i <iff}, d2 
nlog(fi) r log(l+c/i) 
c L c 1 + C/i 
cH} , a3 = A(i+cA) where, 
if = -E-EiLi EjLi (I-L/--"1])C)2 } and jx and c are the maximum likelihood estimates under the 
null hypothesis. Now, under the null hypothesis 6 = 1 , the kernel of the log-likelihood, that 
is, the kernel of log-likelihood of the NB(fj,,c) model, is 
n Vi 
l0 = / o ^ , c) = ^Vilogifj) + YIY,
10^1 + 0' - l)c) " X > * + c-))log(l + m). (5.1? 
i = i i=l 




i = i 
f + cyt 
1 + qj, 
(5.19) 
<9c E 
i = i L 
logil + cfj) (yi + c J)M 
C/i 
+£n c? - 1 ) ^ ( l + ( j - l ) c ) = 0. (5.20) 
Solution to (5.19) gives \x = y. Simplifying (5.20) and putting jj, = y the estimating equation 
for obtaining c is e
+ — ̂ " = 1 E?Li (i^-Liv)
 = 0- This equation can be solved numerically 
using a subroutine, such as the FORTRAN subroutine ZBREN. Alternatively one can do 
numerical maximization of lo{y,c) following Piegorsch (1990). Here, we used R. function 
OPTIM to maximize h(y,c) for obtaining c. The R function maximizes a function by the 




5.3.2 The likelihood ratio test 
The likelihood ratio test (LRT) statistic is given, by G2 = 2(11 — IQ), where 
n n yi n 
f„ = log(fi) E Vi + E E l°9(l + 0" - 1)5) " M l + cA) £ > * + c-1) (5.21) 
and 
n n !H n 
h = logiP) EVi + E E M 1 + 0" - I)PA6_1) - log(i + <&) E ^ + ̂ F^), (5.22) 
i = l i = l j=l i = l 
where /}, c and & are obtained by solving the estimating equations (obtained from the 
NB(p,c,b) model) 
' 'dt y ^ y > f (J - 1) c / / - 1 ( 6 - 1 ) 1 , ny nycfyx' 
n / x - 6 ( - & + l ) l n ( l + qu6) n& 
(1 + c/ifc) 
0, (5.23) 
#£ _ y^ . y > (j - 1) c^1 In (/A) cy? In Qu) E I U y» n/x~6+1 In (/x) In ( l + c / / ) 
$5 ~ 2 ^ 2 ^ 1 + (j _ 1) CM&-I 1 + c„& c 
^ - ^ V ' ^ U o , (5.24) 
1 + en*3 
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1 ^ E L l / , ny-My," 
dc ^T^l
1 + (J ~ !) c^b_1 ! + cMfe C1 + c/ i&) c 
n / / - 6 + 1 l n ( l + c/i6) 
— ^ ^ = 0. (5.25) 
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Fb =clogM% (5.27) 
It is clear that ff = 0 and ff = 0 produce the same estimating equation. That is, all 
three parameters can not be estimated simultaneously. However, given the value of b, the 
parameters /i and c can be estimated by solving §7 = 0 and ff = 0 and NB(fi,c,b) is 
still usable for testing the goodness of fit of the negative binomial distribution. For further 
insight, see Section 5.3.3. 
5.3.3 Analysis using the score test and the likelihood ratio statistic 
In this subsection we analyze two datasets using the score test statistic and the likelihood 
ratio statistic discussed in Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. Note that as discussed in Section 5.3.2 
the likelihood ratio test can be performed only for fixed values of parameter b. Then for 
fixed value of b we define the likelihood ratio test statistic as G\ = 2(l0 — I), where l0 is as 
given in equation (5.21) and 
n n yi n 
l = logfaj^yi + E E Ml + 0' - 1)^1) ™ Ml + ^ X > + e_1A,_6), (5-28) 
where fi and c are obtained by solving equations (5.23) and (5.25) for given values of b. 
Example 1. Embryonic Death Count Data: McCaughran and Arnold (1976), modelled 
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data in which they referred to counts of embryonic deaths in a control group and two treat-
ment groups. Here we consider data for one dose level which refers to the number of embry-
onic deaths in the treatment group related to dose level 2. The counts are summarized in 
Table 5.1. For this dataset the value of the score test statistic S = 0.00013 and the value of 
likelihood ratio statistic is 1 for all values of b (0 < b < 2) given in Table 5.2. In Table 5.2, 
for different values of the parameter b, we present values of —I, estimates ft, and c with their 
standard errors in parenthesis: and an estimate of the variance function with its standard 
error in parenthesis. 
Example 2. European Red Mites Data: Bliss and Fisher (1953) presented data which 
concerned counts of the number of European red-mites on apple leaves from Garman (1951) 
of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station. This dataset was also analyzed by 
Clark and Perry (1949). There were six Macintosh apple trees which were given the same 
spray treatment in a single orchard. Garman (1951) selected 25 leaves at random from each 
of the six trees and counted the number of adult female mites on each leaf. The data in the 
form of frequencies of mites on the 150 leaves, are given in Table 5.3. For this dataset the 
value of the score test statistic is S = 0.0104 and the value of likelihood ratio is 1 for all 
values of b (0 < b < 2) given in Table 5.4. In Table 5.4 we give, for different values of 6, 
values of — L estimates of ft and c with their standard error in parenthesis and an estimate 
of the variance function with its standard error in parenthesis. 
Results in Table 5.2 and Table 5.4 show that values of the —I, ft, its standard error, the 
estimate of the variance function and its standard error are the same for all values of b. The 
only thing that changes is the estimate of c which does not show any impact on anything else. 
The reason is that in the variance function Var(Y) = /i(l + c/x6) of the generalized negative 
binomial model, the parameters c and b are confounded, meaning that both parameters are 
over-dispersion parameters. For the same amount of over-dispersion in the data, if the value 
of one of these parameters changes, then the value of the other parameter also changes, 
keeping the overall variance the same. Conclusions from the analysis of three other data sets 
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were similar. 
As a further note we did extensive simulations with the score test and we found that, as 
in the analysis of the five data sets above, the value of S is very small indicating that the 
three parameter generalization of the negative binomial distribution does not improve over 
the two parameter counterpart namely, the negative binomial distribution. Note that, as we 
indicated earlier, the three parameter generalized negative binomial model has theoretical 
and computational problems. 
5.3.4 The extended quasi-likelifaood 
The score test statistic and the likelihood ratio statistic analysis only tests H0 : b = 1 against 
Hi : b 7̂  1 using the parametric model (5.2). As such we cannot test other variance functions 
using this model. However, for comparing certain variance functions we can use the extended 
quasi-likelihood. The extended quasi-likelihood was proposed by Nelder and Pregibon (1987) 
and Godambe and Thompson (1989), as an extension of the quasi-likelihood to incorporate 
the extra variation. For any variance function V(Y) and data yi,p2, • • • ,yn, the extended 
quasi-likelihood is defined as 
Q W , 0 ) = -J2{^og{2nV(yi)}-~D(yi:ri}, (5.29) 
where D{iji\ii) is the deviance and is given by 
M 
Dfaw) = - 2 £ { / ^ r f d i i } . (5.30) 
The extended quasi-likelihoods for the variance functions (a) to (c) are given in Table 5.5. 
The extended quasi-likelihood for the variance function (d), that is, the variance function of 
the NB(n,c,b) distribution, does not have a closed form. So, this is omitted from further 
consideration. 
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5.4 Semi-parametric analysis using the extended quasi-
likelihood 
5.4.1 Evaluation of the variance functions using data analysis 
Using data analysis and simulations in Section 5.3.1 and Section 5.3.2 we reported that a test 
of goodness of fit of the negative binomial distribution NB(/j.,c) against its three parameter 
generalization NB(/j,,c,b) either by a score test or a likelihood ratio analysis produces very 
insignificant values of the test statistics. This indicates that in practical data analysis the 
three parameter generalization does not improve in fit over the two parameter negative 
binomial distribution model NB(fi.c). 
5.4.2 Semi-parametric analysis 
Here we compare the variance functions (a) to (c) using the extended quasi-likelihood through 
data analysis. As in Section 5.3.3 we analyzed five published data sets. However, the 
conclusions were found to be the same for all data sets, so here we present an analysis for 
only two data sets. Through these data analyses we find that only one of the parameters of 
the variance function C\\i + Ozji2 is estimable using the extended quasi-likelihood developed 
in Table 5.5. The theoretical reason for this is unknown to us and will be investigated in a 
future study. So, we omit this variance function from further consideration. 
Example 1 and Example 2 were revisited. Results of the extended quasi-likelihood anal-
ysis for the data sets in Table 5.1 and Table 5.3 are given in Table 5.6 and Table 5.7, respec-
tively, for the remaining variance functions /i + c/x2 and c-sfj2. In both tables we give values 
of — q, where q is the estimated extended quasi log-likelihood, with estimates of parameters 
H, c and c3 along with their standard errors in parenthesis. 
A common theme that is seen from the semi-parametric analysis of these real data sets 
(including those that are not shown here) is that the extended quasi-likelihood is larger for 
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the variance function c^fi2 than that for the negative binomial variance function. To see 
whether this is a general phenomenon we did some further simulations. 
5.4.3 Simulations 
We now conduct a simulation study to compare the negative binomial likelihood with the 
extended quasi-likelihood values for the variance functions /u + c//2 and c-sfi2. Simulations are 
conducted by taking 10000 repeated samples of sizes n = 20. 30 and 50 from the negative 
binomial (fi,c) distribution. We use all combinations of n = 20,30,50 , /i = 2,5,10,20 
and c = 0.1,0.2,0.4 and 0.6 in our simulations. In Table 5.8 we present the following: 
values of minus the negative binomial log-likelihood (—/), values of minus the extended 
quasi-likelihood (—<?i) for variance function v\ = \i + cfi2 , values of minus the extended 
quasi-likelihood {—(&) for variance function v2 = Cs/i
2, the relative efficiency of the estimates 
of /i under the variance function vi, denoted by RE\. the relative efficiency of the estimates 
of /i under the variance function v2, denoted by RE2, and the relative efficiency of the 
estimates of V\ and v2 denoted by RE{v\) and RE(v2) for all combinations of n = 20,30,50, 
fj, = 2,5,10,20 and c = 0.1,0.2,0.4 and 0.6. The relative efficiency of an estimator of a 
parameter 9 is calculated as MSE(9)/MSE(9). where 9 is the maximum likelihood estimate 
of 9 under the negative binomial model and 9 is the extended quasi-likelihood estimate of 9 
under a particular variance function. 
Results in Table 5.8 and Table 5.9 indicate that the extended quasi-likelihood estimate 
of the parameter //., using either of the two variance functions, has almost full efficiency 
in every situation studied. Also, the estimate of the variance function v\ has almost full 
efficiency. The estimate of the variance function v2 has efficiency below 1 only when /i and c 
are small, for example for JJ, = 2, 5, c = 0.1 and ,̂ — 2 and c = 0.2, efficiency falls far below 
1. Otherwise, in general, the efficiency of v2 is larger than 1. 
To check whether the behavior of the estimates of \x and those of the variance functions 
remain the same when data arise from other over-dispersed count data models, we extended 
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our simulation study. For this we generated data, from the log-normal (//.*, a2) mixture of 
Poisson distribution, where /i* = log(fi) — .5log(l + c) and a2 = log(l + c) (see, Paul and 
Banerjee, 1998). The behavior of the estimate of /i and the two variance functions under 
consideration remains similar (see, Table 5.10 and 5.11) irrespective of whether we generate 
data from the gamma mixture of a Poisson (negative binomial) or from the log-normal 
mixture of a Poisson. 
5.5 Discussion 
Data analysis and simulations indicate that the three parameter generalized negative bino-
mial distribution NB(/j., c, b) does not improve in fit to count data over the simpler negative 
binomial NB(fi, c) distribution. So, for semi-parametric analysis we prefer the negative bino-
mial variance function over the variance function of the NB{ii,c,b) distribution. Moreover, 
the variance function of the NB(/i,c,b) distribution does not have a closed form and is dif-
ficult to calculate numerically. Also, through extensive data analysis we found that only 
one of the parameters of the variance function Cifi + c2/i
2 is estimable using the extended 
quasi-likelihood. Moreover, Rodbard and Hutt (1974) reported from their experience that 
for immunoradiometric assays the linear term in variance function Cip, + c2^
2 can be omitted, 
and that the variance function Csfi2 is a very satisfactory representation of variance. So, the 
variance function of the NB(fi,c,b) distribution and the variance function ci/z + C2/i2 were 
not considered for extended quasi-likelihood analysis. 
Further data analysis and simulations using extended quasi-likelihood indicate that the 
negative binomial variance function V\ = \i + cfj? has almost full efficiency. The estimate 
of the variance function v-i = CS/J2 has efficiency below 1 only when \i and c are small, for 
example, for fi = 2, c = 0.1; [i = 5. c = 0.1 and /i = 2, c = 0.2 efficiency falls far below 1. 
Otherwise, in general, the efficiency of t>2 is larger than 1. 
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Table 5.1: Frequency distribution of counts of embryonic death 
Number of deaths 











Table 5.2: Values of estimate of minus the log-likelihood (—1); estimates of /j, and c and their 
standard errors in parenthesis: and estimate of the variance function with its standard error 

















































Table 5.3: Frequency distribution of red mites on apple leaves. 
Number of mites per leaf 




















Table 5.4: Values of estimate of minus the log-likelihood (—1); estimates of \x and c and their 
standard errors in parenthesis: and estimate of the variance function with its standard error 

















































Table 5.5: Variance function and the extended quasi-likelihood for the variance functions (a) 
to (c) 
Variance Function 
H + c/i2 
C i / i + C 2 / i
2 
C3/X2 
Extended Quasi Likeihood 
+ {yi + c-
l)log(^)-yilog(^)} 
-flog{2*) - ^ + ^-ZVi + ( i - ±)Uog(Cl + om) 
-l09(C! + C2(l)(^ + £ ) + — ^ ~ 
-%log{2ix) - 'llog(c3) - Uog(Vl) - ^ f + ^log(yt/,,) + £ 
Table 5.6: Values of estimate of minus the extended quasi log-likelihood {—q), estimates of /i, 
c, c3 and variance function (VF) along with their standard errors in parenthesis for different 
variance functions for the embryo data set 
VF 

















Table 5.7: Values of estimate of minus the extended quasi log-likelihood (—q), estimates of//, 
c, C3 and variance function (VF) along with their standard errors in parenthesis for different 
variance functions for the red mite data set 
VF 


















Table 5.8: Values of estimates of negative binomial log-likelihood (I), extended quasi-
likelihood for variance function v\ = ji + cfi'2 (gi), extended quasi-likelihood for variance 
function V2 = c-sfi2 ((J2) and relative efficiency of estimates of /J, and v\, V2 with respect to 
maximum likelihood estimates for all combinations of n = 20,30,50, jx = 2,5,10,20 and 











































































































































































































Table 5.9: Values of estimates of negative binomial log-likelihood (/), extended quasi-
likelihood for variance function v\ = j.i + C/J? (f/i), extended quasi likelihood for variance 
function v% = C3/X2 (52) and relative efficiency of estimates of // and v\, vo with respect to 
maximum likelihood estimates for all combinations of n = 20,30,50, ji = 2,5.10,20 and 












































































































































































































Table 5.10: Values of estimates of negative binomial log-likelihood (I), extended quasi-
likelihood for variance function v\ = j.i + c\xl (q{), extended quasi likelihood for variance 
function vi = C3//2 (52) and relative efficiency of estimates of //. and Vi, v2 with respect to 
maximum likelihood estimates for all combinations of n = 20,30,50, fj, = 2,5,10,20 and 












































































































































































































Table 5.11: Values of estimates of negative binomial log-likelihood (/), extended quasi-
likelihood for variance function v\ = j.i + cfi2 (Vji), extended quasi likelihood for variance 
function u2 = c3/i
2 (5-2) and relative efficiency of estimates of /x and Vi, v% with respect to 
maximum likelihood estimates for all combinations of n — 20,30,50, \x = 2,5,10,20 and 













































































































































































































Summary and Future Research Topics 
This chapter consists of two sections. In the first section we summarize the results of the 
dissertation and in the second section we discuss some future research topics. 
6.1 Summary 
Clustering is inherent in the design of many studies aimed at comparing the proportion re-
sponding under two different conditions. For instance, cluster-randomized trials, in which 
intervention is allocated randomly to clusters rather than to individual subjects, are increas-
ingly being used to form public health policies to control certain diseases. The intracluster 
correlation in such designs has to be considered for valid statistical inference. Another exam-
ple is developmental toxicology studies, where pregnant rodents are exposed to a suspected 
harmful dose. It is the tendency for all litter mates to respond in the same way to the 
dose, unlike animals from different litters. Litter effects seem to be present in almost all 
developmental toxicology studies, and data analyses that do not appropriately account for 
these litter effects can lead to erroneous statistical inferences. Several measures of discrep-
ancy between proportions like risk difference, risk ratio and relative risk difference are used. 
In order to calculate interval estimates of these measures (also known as epidemiological 
indices) while taking into account within cluster correlation, methods have been proposed 
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in the literature (Lui, 2004). 
In Chapter 3 we introduced two very simple methods. One of them is based on an esti-
mator of the variance of a ratio estimator (Cochran, 1977. p.31) and the other is based on a 
sandwich estimator of the variance of the regression estimator using the generalized estimat-
ing equations approach of Zeger and Liang (1986). We conducted an extensive simulation 
study to compare existing methods explored by Lui (2004) with the proposed new methods. 
We did a rigorous comparative study of confidence intervals based on several criteria such as 
the coverage probability, bias and average coverage length of the intervals. We also examined 
symmetry of confidence intervals and concluded that coverage probability remains the same 
irrespective of whether A = t or A = — t where t is some value between 0 and 1. The empir-
ical coverage probabilities, the average lengths and bias properties are almost identical for 
methods L2 (in which we replace %i by w* in v'i if TTJ is 0 or 1) and L3 (in which we replace it), 
by 7r* in Vi irrespective of whether -yfj is 0 or 1), although method L3 provides slightly better 
coverage probabilities in some situations. Similarly, the method C2 is slightly better than the 
method Cl. The methods Si and S2 show almost identical empirical coverage probabilities 
and average coverage lengths. In general, all methods maintain nominal coverage reasonably 
well, although method C2 has some edge in terms of correct coverage probabilities (that is, 
it attains correct coverage probability 0.95 in more situations than any other). Also, the 
bias of the confidence interval by the new method (72, in general, is the smallest and that 
by the GEE method 5*2, in general, is the largest. To examine degree of coverage'we did 
simulations to check equality of left and right non coverage. In general, for small values of 
A, the left and right non-coverage probabilities were similar. As the value of A increases, 
the left non-coverage probability becomes larger than the right non-coverage probability for 
methods LI, C2 and S2. The opposite property is evidenced for the other two methods. 
For larger values of A, there is evidence of asymmetry of the confidence intervals. We also 
did some simulation to distinguish probability of non coverage at the mesial and distal end 
of the interval. We considered all four cluster size configurations. A = 0.001,0.002,0.003 
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representing mesial (A closer to 0) end and A = 0.900,0.995,0.997, -0.900, -0.995, -0.997 
representing distal (A close to ±1) end of the interval. The general properties of all the 
methods remain the same as those found earlier (in Tables 3.3-3.5) for the mesial end. For 
the distal end, in general, the coverage is smaller than the nominal 95% coverage level for all 
methods. However, for the LI, C2 and S2 methods it is never below 0.85. For the other two 
methods L3 and LA, coverage becomes very small and even goes to zero in some cases for the 
situation in which cluster sizes are small. We also checked for abberations in the confidence 
intervals and no overshoot was evidenced for method C2 from the simulations, that is, in the 
case of method C2, the confidence interval always remains within [-1, 1]. Thus in general, the 
procedure based on an estimator of the variance of ratio estimator (Cochran, 1977) stands 
out in the sense that it avoids abberations, produces an appropriate distribution of coverage 
probabilities and is computationally simple. 
In Chapter 4, we did a comparative study of the existing procedures with the proposed 
procedures for interval estimation of risk ratio and relative difference. The method MR3, 
which is based on the variance of ratio estimator vi of var(ifi) and Fieller's theorem for 
the construction of confidence interval for risk ratio, has the best overall bias property. In 
general, the average coverage length is similar for all three versions of each method. When 
the number of clusters is small and intraclass correlation is 0.5 or higher, the coverage length 
by MR3 is higher than those of other interval estimates. This is because coefficient A* in the 
quadratic equations used while applying Fieller's theorem can become quite small in some 
extreme case simulated samples and hence the estimated average length becomes extremely 
large. However, analysis of a number real data sets, including the one given in Section 4.3 as 
well as the random data sets generated with the same configuration as the real life datasets, 
show no qualitative difference among the lengths of the confidence intervals obtained by the 
four methods MR.1, MR2, MR.3 and MR4, except in a situation in which one of the TTVS is 
very close to the boundary. In the case of relative difference, all the methods show similar 
behavior, although method RDR3 seems to have, in general, smaller bias and smaller average 
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coverage length. For larger values of 0 (0 = 0.5) all three methods show under-eoverage. For 
smaller values of 0 (0 = 0.1) all three methods show under-coverage only when the sample 
size is small or the number of clusters is small (see for RED = 0.056, n = 20,30). For larger 
values of RED there is evidence of over-coverage. 
We often come across counts which do not satisfy the usual assumption of equality of 
mean and variance for validity of a Poisson model. To analyze such count data which 
show more variability than the mean we need to find an appropriate relationship between 
the mean and variance of the counts. In Chapter 5, we discussed some variance functions 
for overdispersed count data, did a detailed study and suggested an appropriate variance 
function which can be used in semi-parametric analysis of count data. We use a hypothesis 
testing approach through a broader class of models and a data analytic approach. The models 
considered are the three parameter negative binomial distribution and the extended quasi-
likelihood. Wide analysis involving tests, data analysis and simulations indicate that the 
three parameter generalized negative binomial distribution does not improve in fit to count 
data over the simpler negative binomial distribution. Further data analysis and simulations 
using the extended quasi-likelihood indicate that the negative binomial variance function 
/i + c/i2 is preferable over a simpler variance function ca/i2 for data with small mean and 
small over-dispersion. Otherwise C3/U2 is a preferable variance function over the negative 
binomial variance function. 
6.2 Future research topics 
6.2.1 Interval estimation of relative risk difference (RED) based 
on bootstrap 
From the results in Tables 4.5-4.7 of Chapter 4 we see that for larger values of 0 (0 — 0.5) 
all three methods for construction of confidence intervals for RED show under-coverage, for 
smaller values of 0 (0 = 0.1) all three methods show under-coverage only when the sample 
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size is small or the number of clusters is small (see for RED = 0.056, n = 20, 30) and for 
larger values of RED there is evidence of over-coverage. This is because the confidence 
intervals were derived using the asymptotic distribution of RED which is skewed. In this 
situation, as an alternative one can consider bootstrapping to construct confidence interval 
for RED. 
Bootstrapping is a general approach to statistical inference based on building a sampling 
distribution for a statistic by resampling from the data at hand. It is one of the basic 
resampling methods where we use the sample as a population from which repeated samples 
are drawn with replacement. A traditional approach to statistical inference is to make 
assumptions about the structure of the population, and then to derive sampling distribution 
of T, on which classical inference is based. But in bootstrapping we draw a sample S from 
a population P . We are interested in some statistic T = £(S) = RED as an estimate of 
corresponding population parameter 6 = t(P) = RED. The term 'bootstrapping' is due to 
Efron. For further details see Efron and Tibshirani (1997). 
In a future study we plan to compare the bootstrap confidence interval for the relative 
risk difference parameter RED obtained by a method given in Davison and Hinkley (1997, 
p. 202-214) with those given by the methods developed in Chapter 4. 
6.2.2 Choosing variance function for semi-parametric analysis of 
binomial data with extra binomial variation 
Two widely used methods for fitting proportions exhibiting extra-binomial variation are 
the maximum likelihood method using the beta-binomial model and the extended quasi-
likelihood method which specifies the first two moments of the distribution (Williams, 1975). 
Both of these methods can be extended or generalized to allow modelling the extra-binomial 
component of the variance as a function of the mean. Suppose that the data consist of a 
set of n cases. In the ith case we are given yi successes out of m% trials, where i = 1,2, ...n 
and a vector Xi of k explanatory variables for each case is recorded. The logistic linear 
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model assumes that iji are realizations of a random variable Yi distributed independently as 
Binomial(mi,Tri), where 7Tj is related to linear predictor % = x; 0 through a logistic link 
logitfc) = los(^;) = Vi-
Binomial mixture models are derived by introducing latent variables Pi, with range [0,1], 
expectations E(Pi) = TT,: and Var(Pi) = 0J,TT?;(1 — TT.,;). We then assume that the conditional 
distribution of Y%, given Pi ~ pi, is Binornial{m,i,Pi). The consequent marginal distribution 
of Yi then satisfies 
E(Yi) = ElEiYilPi)} = E^riiPi] = mm (6.1) 
and 
V(Y) = E\yar(Yi\Pj] + Var[E(Yi\Pi)} = m ^ l . - TT,){1 + ^ ( m , - 1)}- (6.2) 
Here the parameter <t>i measures the correlation between binary responses of the ith case, so 
0 < (pi < 1 and (pi.— 0 corresponds to the binomial variation (Morgan, 1996). But sometimes 
the data suggest that the value of (pi should be linked to the value of iii. Williams (1982) 
considered three models for (pi, namely (pi — 0, (pi = (p, and (pi = (piTi(l — %%)• As Williams 
(1982) discussed (see Moore, 1987) all three models are included in the model 
^ = 0 ( ^ ( 1 - ^ ) } * . (6.3) 
Note that we do not assume that Pi has any particular distribution, rather only the 
first two moments of Pi are assumed. This provides a general framework for any mixture 
model. Even under these weaker conditions we obtain (6.1) and (6.2) and this allows us 
to define quasi-likelihood estimating equations for the regression parameters for known <p 
(Wedderburn, 1974; McCullagh and Nelder, 1989), which depend only on the structure of 
the mean and variance. 
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For unknown <t> the beta-binomial model and the extended quasi-likelihood may be used. 
Using the expression given by equation (6.3) in equation (6.2) we obtain a generalized vari-
ance function 
V(Yi) = mm(l - 7rt){l + 0 ( ^ ( 1 - 7r,;)}
5(m* - !)}• (6-4) 
Even if the data are generated by a beta-binomial distribution, the ML estimates can be 
biased if an incorrect assumption is made about <p, especially when we assume it is constant 
but actually it is varying with TT,. One of the concerns is the right choice of 5. It is usually 
difficult to distinguish between 6 = 1 and 6 = 0 if most of the proportions lie between 0.2 
and 0.8; see Williams (1982) for further details. 
In a future study our purpose is to choose an appropriate variance function, that is, to 
choose a value of 5 for semi-parametric analysis of data in form of proportions. As in Chapter 
5, we plan to do a likelihood analysis using the beta-binomial likelihood (given in section 
6.2.2.1 below) and a semi-parametric analysis using the extended quasi-likelihood (given in 
section 6.2.2.2 below). 
6.2.2.1 Beta-binomial likelihood 
Given data yi-i/2, • • •, yn and the extended beta-binomial distribution 
m^ 1{i+<Mj-i)} 
pr(Xi = &) = -±.±±±1 ' n . - i r , , , . " ,
 i . (6-5) 
with 
4>i = (p{Ki(l -Ki)}1 
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the kernel of the log-likelihood can be written as 
n y% 
j = l i = l 
n mi ~~yi 
i = i i = i 
n rrii 
As in Chapter 5, the two parameters <p and <5 might be confounded, which will be the subject 
of a future study. 
6.2.2.2 Extended quasi-likelihood 
The extended quasi-likelihood of Nelder and Pregibon (1987) can be used for comparison of 
variance functions nested under 771^(1 — 7Tj){l + (p{^t{\ — Hi}
5 {rrii — 1)} for different values 
of 8. For the random variable Zj = Yi/rrii with the first two moments given by 
E(Zi)=ni, (6.6) 
V{Zi) = 7n(l - 7r0{l + 0{TT,(1 - TTiJ^mi - l)}/mi: (6.7) 
the kernel of the extended quasi-likelihood is Q+ = Y^i=vQ+izi-'Kij-,(P) ( see P a m an<i Islam, 
1995), where 
^ + , n 1, / 2 i ( l - ^ ) { l +(mj - 1)0} 
2 rrii 
mM - t) _dt 
, t{l-t){l+<f>{t(l-t}s(mi-l)} 
6.2.3 Weighted beta-binomial model for cluster-based case-control 
data 
Often it is required to sample clusters of binary observations where the probability of sam-
pling a cluster is proportional to the total number of responses (PNR-sampling) within the 
cluster. An application of the above type of sampling scheme is the analysis of very large 
clustered datasets, in which only a small fraction of clusters contain rare but important re-
sponses and analysts wish to expedite the analysis of a very large data set by examining a 
subsample of clusters without losing considerable information about the rare outcomes (see 
O'Hara Hines, 1997). 
Suppose we have a population of N clusters (families) of individuals with binary re-
sponses, together with covariates measured on the clusters. If, in addition, only a small 
fraction of the clusters contains a very important response. Then we sample n clusters (fam-
ilies) with probability of selection of each cluster dependent on total number of responses 
within each cluster (family). In future research we plan to study the relationship between 
total response in a cluster and the covariates and the association between members of the 
same cluster, for the data collected under the above sampling scheme. For this, we propose 
a method based on a weighted beta-binomial model for the sum of binary responses within 
a cluster, with probability of selection of a cluster dependent on number of responses within 
a cluster (PNR-sampling) to account for the PNR-sampling scheme as well as to estimate 
the infra-cluster correlation. In Sections 6.2.3.1 and 6.2.3.2 we describe the beta-binomial 
model and the weighted likelihood estimates of the parameters of the beta-binomial model. 
This method will be studied through simulations to investigate finite sample performance of 
the proposed weighted beta-binomial likelihood estimators. 
6.2.3.1 Beta-binomial model 
Let (i, j) denote the j t h individual in the ith cluster, where % — 1 , . . . , n and j = 1 , . . . , m*. 
We assume that individuals within a cluster are dependent but clusters are independent 
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of each other. Let Yt = (Yu, Yi2, ...,Yimi) be the binary response vector. As we consider 
only covariates that vary between clusters, we summarize the outcome from a cluster as the 
sum of binary responses within a cluster, ^ J= i "^j = Vi.i where y.L has a range of 0,l,2,..m.j. 
Further, let Xj = (xio,Xn, ...,XiP) be the covariate vector associated with total response y,. 
from the ith cluster and j5 = (/3o,/3i, •~PP) be a (p + 1) x 1 vector of regression parameters 
which includes the intercept. Thus, under the beta-binomial logistic regression model (Paul 
and Islam, 1995), for the ith cluster we have 
Pr( > Yu — Vi Xj) = - ^ —-, , (6.8) 
where 7Tj = S^o and I — TTJ, = jr^ja , 0 < 7Tj < 1 and 6 > 0 is the overdispersion parameter. 
The corresponding log-likelihood is given by 
n n Vi. — l 
i—l j = l r=0 
nmi—yi.—l n m j — 1 
+ y y iog{\- Tii+re) - y y MI+re). 
i = l r = 0 , t = l r = 0 
We further assume that the observed sample of n clusters is selected without replacement 
from the population of N clusters and the probability of selection of each cluster depends 
on total number of responses in each cluster. We define the binary variable Si to be the 
sampling status indicator, where Si = 1 indicates that the ith cluster was sampled and 
Si = 0 indicates otherwise. Thus, if Yi, = Y2T=i Yij denotes the total number of responses 
from the ith cluster, then the sampling probability of cluster i is defined as 
p(Yi) = Pr{St = l | ^ ; X i ) = Pr(St = l|y,:xO = r(yL). 
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Therefore, by Bayes' theorem, the probability of observing y?:. given x ; in the final sample of 
n clusters would be 
n ^ ^ ^ ~ Pr(s = i\*t) - E P ( Y O ^ ( E ^ = W . W 
Here the summation runs over all possible patterns of response Y,. 
Thus, under the above sampling scheme using Bayes theorem in (6.8), the beta-binomial 
model, as discussed by Neuhaus and Jewell (1990), is given by 
E S » ^ X ^ n ^ ^ T T , + ^ ^ ( l - IT, + r pr£jry=i,,i*i,Si) = ^ ^ V w - i ; : " ; : . ^ - ^ ; " v^> ^ 
where //& — r(l)/r(0), for £ = 0 ,1 ,2 . . . , rn,. The corresponding log-likelihood is given by 
n n n Hi. — 1 
i = l i = l i = l r = 0 
n rrii-yi.—l 
+ E E l°d(l ~ixi+r6r) 
i = l r = 0 
n 7?i, 
E M £ CTVCOn^ofa + r ^ n ^ - ' - ^ l - TT, + r(9)). 
i=i ;=o 
Analysis of data based on the above model is difficult even for cluster size as small as 2 
because of the implicit nature of the last term in the above log-likelihood. However, following 
Cai, Qaqish and Zhou (2001), a weighted likelihood analysis can be performed as follows. 
6.2.3.2 Weighted beta-binomial analysis 
Under finite population retrospective sampling with,unequal probabilities, the technique of 
weighted analysis can be used. For further details see Horvitz and Thompson (1952), Lohr 
(1999) and Cai et al (2001). If the n clusters from a finite population of N clusters are 
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sampled with unequal probabilities, then for weighted analysis the log-likelihood is replaced 
by a simple weighted counterpart by weighting each sampled unit by the reciprocal of its 
sampling probability. Thus the log-likelihood for the beta-binomial model based on the N 
clusters is viewed as a finite population function to be estimated from the sample with each 
cluster weighted by the reciprocal of its sampling probability and can be written as 
N Si 
lw(ni,9\yi.) = ] P -r^rlwim,0\yi.) 
i = i P(Vi) 
n 
5^WiZoi(7Ti,%i.), (6.10) 
i = l 
where 
3 / t . - l 
ki(*i,0\ Vi) = log{C£) + J2
 l°9(^ + r°) 
rn,i—yi,-l m , ; - l 
+ ]T log(l-Tri + r6)-^2log(l + r9) (6.11) 
r = 0 r=0 
„x^p 
a n d 7Ti — 1+eXi i8 . 
Note that as in case of marginal models proposed by Cai et al (2001), the above log-
likelihood involves only n sampled clusters, the N clusters do not have to be physically 
realized and Ar need not be known. Now substituting equation (6.11) in equation (6.10) we 
obtain 
n n Vi.—l 
i=l i = l r = 0 
n TTij—j/j. —1 n m-i — l 
+ Y Y Wilog(l ~ n + rd) -J2Y w*l°9(l + r9)- (6-12) 
j = l r = D i=\ r=0 
Neuhaus and Jewell (1990) have discussed using such weighted analysis on their parametric 
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likelihood models and Cai et al. (2001) applied the same technique to the generalized 
estimating equation (GEE). Maximum likelihood estimates of 0 and 6 are obtained by solving 
the following estimating equations 
dlw 
dpk 
n Vi. — l 
Wi 
rrii—yi — 1 
=1 r = 0 r = 0 
7T. ;(1 - TTi)Xik = 0, k = 0,...,p 
and 
o^ v^ r v^ î7" , v^ wir 
mi-yi.—l 
i^TTi + rO ^ l-TTi + r9 ^ l-m + rO-
1=1 r=0 r = 0 r = 0 
simultaneously. Standard errors of the estimates are obtained by inverting the Fisher infor-
mation matrix after replacing the parameters by their maximum likelihood estimates. The 
elements of the Fisher information matrix are as given below. 
/ , kl E 
d2lw 
n y%.- 1 
YE\Y 
i = l r = 0 
Wi 
n Vi.-l mi-Vi.-l 
r = 0 v 
(7Ti( l -1Ti))2XikXii 
Wi 
mi—yi-1 
(•Ki + H 
Wi 
r = 0 
, 1 - 7Ti + r£ 
r#)2J 
(7Ti(l - 7Ti ) ( l - 27T i ) )
2 Xj f c a;^ , 
' fee £ Wke 
WiT 
mi-yi. — l 
WiT 
n Vi.-l 
^ EI \ fa + r6Y ^ (1 - TT,; + rOy 
i=l -r=0 ' r = 0 x ' 
7Ti(l - 7ri).X'jfc 
and 
iflfl — 
" 'to I 
v 7 i = l L r = 0 
WiT 
LZ_. fa+r#)
2J i = l 
uyr*2 
+E^ E 7i ^ (l-TT. + r S ^ 
• m j — 1 2 
y^£ y^ Wir 
Z—J /—* (1-)- j'Q i=i r = 0 
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Now, we know that E dlu 
d()k 
0 which on simplification gives 
E E '"' 
r = 0 









" r = 0 
Wi 
fa + r#)2 
WiPr(y.j,) 
fa + r6)2 
»™i 2/i.—1 
= EE 
y i . = 0 r = 0 
^iPr(l) 
(TTi + 0<9)2 
wtPr(2) WiPr(2) 
fa + 0<9)2 (TT, + l^)2 
WiPr(3) , tUiFr(3) iUiPr(3) 
fa + 0fl)2 fa+l#)2 fa + 2#)2 
+ 
+ — h 
WiPr(rrii) WiPr(rtii) WiPr(rrii) 
fa + oey2 + fa + \ey + fa + 2ey 
WiPrfYi > 0) WjPrjYi > 1) WiPrjYj > 2) 
fa + o#)2 + fa + i#)2 + fa + 2#)2 
WiPr(mi) 
fa + (mi - 1)#)2 
WiPr(Yi > nii — 1) 





r = 0 
u;?. tyjPr(ii > r) 
fa+repj ^ (T< + (r - IW E (6.14) 
where Pr(|/j.) is the probability mass function of the beta-binomial model given in (6.8). 




r = 0 
Wi 
(1 - ^ + r6 
rn-i 
E 
r = l 





r i (*. + roy- E ?-=i 
^ Wi(r — l)Pr(Yi > r) 
(m + (r - i)ey 
(6.16) 
E 
mi — yi, — .1 
Z-/ (i 
w,;r 
r = 0 
E ^ tUi(r — l)Pr(Yj < rrii — r) (l-Tn+rO)2} 4-f (1 - TTi + (r - l)^)2 ' 




r = 0 TTJ + r0)
2 
^ Wi(r - l)2Fr(l^ > r 










\ Wi(r — l)2Pr(Yi < mi — r) 
(1 
r = l 




. m i - l 
ttyr 
2 
r = 0 
_ . (l + r^)2j ^ ( 1 + ( r _ l ) ^ / -/ 
u ! j ( r — l ) 1 ' 
(6.20) 
Using the expectations above we obtain the elements of the (p+2) x (p+2) Fisher information 
matrix as 
n m \ WiPr(Yi > r) ^ \ WiPr(Yi < mi — r) 
hl 5 ' S fa + (r - 1 ^ ) 2 ^r c1 - ̂  + <r - w) (7Tj(l - 7ri))
2.x,;fc.-ra, k.l = 0,... ,p 
n in 
h kO E E ^ Wi{r - l)Pr(Yi > r) ^ Wi{r - l)Pr(Y < mt - r) f L ^ T (^i + (r - 1)(?)2 ^ (1 - TT, + (r - 1)6) E 7 T j ( l - TTi)xik, 
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(TT, + (r - l)9f E 
r = l 
u'j(r - l)2Pr(Yi < rrii - r) 
( l - ^ - H r - l ) ^ 2 
\~^ Wi(r 
^ (1 + (r - 1)0): 
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Appendix A 
A.l Proof of conditions satisfying Lindeberg's Theo-
rem 
Our dataset for the ith group, i = 0,1, having n clusters is of the form 
cluster size : rrin, rrii2, • •., ra^, . . . , min 
sum of binary responses: Xn, xi2, ..., xik, ••-, xm. 
We assume Xik \ pi ~ B(jriik, Pi) and p,. is a random variable with mean = TT, and variance 
=7r,;(l - 7Ti)0j. Thus E(Xik) = E[E{Xik) \ pi] = m,ik^i = jilk and Var{Xik) = mik7ii(l -
7Ti){l + (m,fc - l)0i} = u\k. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, T?i = xt./nii. (where x%. — YTk=ixik; ^k. = Y2k=i mik), is an 
unbiased estimate of 7Tj. In the following, we use the superpopulation concept as explained 
in Scott and Wu (1981). For the purpose of constructing confidence interval for A = iii —TTQ, 
we establish, using Lindeberg's Central Limit Theorem, that A is asymptotically normally 
distributed with mean A = TTI — 7r0 and variance Var(A) — X ^ o
7 1 " ^ ~~ TT^)/'(ixij, c )̂/r?7,i., 
where mj = (mii,m i2, • • •, min) and f(mU(j>i) = ]rm i f c[l + {rrkk - l)<bi\/mi. is the vari-
ance inflation factor in the ith cluster due to intraclass correlation coefficient. Note that 
Xiii Xi2i • • •, xik, • • • j Xin are not i.i.d, so the usual central limit theorem does not apply. 
However, Lindeberg's theorem overcomes this difficulty as we show below. 
For convenience we deal with a single group for which the data take the form 
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cluster size : rn\, m2, . . . , mk, ... y mn 
and 
sum of binary responses: xx, x2, • . . , xk, ..,, xn 
with E(Xk) = rrikix — /_ik and Var(Xk) = mk7r(l — 7r){l + (m/t — 1)©} — o\. 
Theorem A. 1.1 Lindeberg: Let Sn = XY + X2 + ... + Xk + ... + Xn, n=l, 2, ..., where 
the Xk are independent random variables with finite mean jik and finite variance cr|. Let 
Tn =
 Sn~~c S' > where c2n = Var(Sn) = Y^l-i °'l
 an^ ^ ^ be the distribution function of 
Xk. If for every e > 0, 
1 fl I & - Vk)2dFk(x) - 0 
7,-1 J ix:\x~Uk-\>(.Cn\ 
,,2 
as n —> OQ, then Tn converges in distribution to a random, variable X* thai is normal with 
mean 0 and variance 1. 
Lindeberg (see Ash 1972. p. 336-341) gives four conditions, under any of which, Tn —• 
X*. One of these conditions is that for some positive M, \ Xk\< M for all k and cn —> oo 
as n —> oo. For many practical problems (e.g. litter size), there is a natural physical upper 
bound, so we can assume Xk =[ Xk |< M for all k. Then it remains to prove that c„ —> oo 
as n —• oo. We can write c„ as 
; J > . f c 7 r ( l - TT){1 + (mk - 1)0}]
] /a = (TT(1 - TT))1'2 [ ^ ^ + (1 " ^ W } ] ' / 2 
fe=i fc=i 
As '0 is the intracluster correlation coefficient, therefore 0 < 0 < 1. Also, since mk is the 
cluster size thus m,k > 1 and hence m | > 1. Thus 
4>ml>(p '(A.l) 
( l - < £ ) m f c > ( l - 0 ) . (A.2) 
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Adding (A.l) and (A.2) we get 
mnl + (1 - 4>)mk > 1, (A.3) 
which implies 
J2 [<t™l + (1 - </>)mk] > n. (A.4) 
k=\ 
Therefore, 
Umn^ooCn = ^ m ^ o ^ l - TT))1/2 [ ^ { 0 m | + (1 - 0)mfc}]
1/2 = oc. (A.5; 
Thus, applying Lindeberg's theorem we have 
y/ir(\ - 7r) Y?k=\ mk{1 + (mfc ~ !)0} 
A' (0,1) (A.6) 
in distribution as n —> oo. That is, 5„ ~ N(ir Y^k=i mfc> 7r(l —7r) XWC=I Wfc{l + (mfc —1)0}) as 
n - oo. So 7T = - # * — ~ A(TT, 7r(1"7r)s^}1
mfc{1t2
(m^I)^}) a s w - ^ o o . Thus, A = TT, - 7r0 -
iV (TTI-TTO, E»=imot)2 + (Efci™ifc)
2 ' asymptotically as n -»• 
oo. That is, A is asymptotically normally distributed with mean A = i\x — 7r0 and variance 
Var(A) = Y^],=oni(l ~ ni)f(mU(pi)/mt., where mj = (mdUmm... ,m i n) , r^. = £ £ = 1 mife 
and / (mi , 0i) = ^)mifc[l + (mifc ~~ l)0i]/^i. is the variance inflation factor in the ith cluster 
due to intraclass correlation coefficient. 
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A.2 Anova type estimate of intracluster correlation 
coefficient 
Here we derive a one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) type estimate of intracluster corre-
lation. 
Suppose that a random sample of n clusters with varying cluster sizes m$ (i = 1, . . . ,n) 
is taken. We define x^ = 1 if the j t h (j = I....,m,j) subject in the ith cluster is a case 
and Xij = 0 otherwise. We further denote Xi. — Y^*j=i xij-. xi- = Xi./nii. m. — Sf=i m* an<l 
x„ = XX=i x~i./rn-- Analogous to a typical analysis of variance situation we consider the data 
in the following format: 
Cluster total average 
1 Xn #12 • • • X\j • • • xlmj X\. %1. 
2 X-i\ £'22 • • • 2,'2j • • • %2m,2 x'2. x2. 
Xn Xl2 . . . Xu , . . . Xirn, Xi, Xi 
IT- Xn\ Xn2 • • • Xnj . . . Xnrrtn Xn, Xn_ 
Totals x x 
For this dataset the linear random effects analysis of variance (ANOVA) model is 
Xij = /i + Ti + e'ij, (A.7) 
where both TJ and e,, are independent random variables with Efa) — 0, Var(r.i) = a2, 
E(e.ij) = 0 and Var(eij) = a2. Now, Var(xi:j) = a
2 + a2 and Cov{xlj.xij') = a
2. Thus, the 
intracluster correlation coefficient is given by 
Cov(xlj,xij') 2 
Analogous to analysis of variance (ANOVA), we partition the total sum of squares (SST) 
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into two components: sum of squares between clusters (BSS) and sum of squares within 
clusters (WSS) as follows: 
n m-i 
SST = E £(*« - * .)2 = E E(*« -*• + *.- c) 
j = i j = i i = i j = i 
n m ; n m,-
i = i i = i i = i j = i 
= 5 5 5 + H755. (A.9) 
Next we simplify the BSS and WSS in terms of Xi_. 
V ( ^ ) - l 2 " t = l X t J (A.10) 
' J rn • m . , rrii m 
i=i 
Similarly, 
i=l j=l i = l i = l 
n m.; ?i 2 
EE4-Ee) 
i=l j=i i=i "** 
n n 2 
m. 
i = l i = l 
Note that since our X\j are binary therefore X ^ i ]Cj=i f̂j = SILi S j = i xv = ZLT=I ^i--
Further we note that the degrees of freedom for within group variation is given by the 
total number of individuals in the study minus total number of clusters (^™=1(mj — 1)) and 
the degrees of freedom for between cluster variation is given by the total number of clusters 
minus one [n — 1). Now, if we divide the sum of squares by their respective degrees of 
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E n _ ir->
n / xt \ 
(A. 13) 
where BMS denotes the between mean squared error and WMS denotes the within mean 
squared error, respectively. Now, we need to obtain the expected value of BMS and WMS. 
After replacing x^ by \i + Tj + ê -, and taking expectation of the quantities, we note that the 
terms involving E(rf) are replaced by a2, as E(T,J) = 0. Similarly, the terms involving E(e'fj) 
are replaced by a2 as E{tij) = 0. Furthermore, all cross product terms involving Tj and Uj 
have zero expectation. Omitting details, it can be shown that 
n n 
*[£<£>] = /.J5>+<^£™.w 




2j = f̂ 










n — 1 
f 




m j m. 
rrii + oT 
i=\ 
a n — 1 
(Er=i mi 
2_] mi + na'2 ~ v1 z2 m,i 
E n 9 
E n 2 
7 — 1 ^ J 9 
o \ . -=#— - - a2 i = i 
\2 V ^ « ^ , 2 
i = l E*=i rru 
E L i "i* 
a2 + m*a2 (A. 16) 
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where m* f E f ^ & £ ? = i m ' - Similarly we get 
EiWMS) = E 
ELiC^""1) 
a2. (A.17) 
From equation (A. 16) and (A.17) we get 
o^ 




a2 = E{WMS). (A. 19) 
Thus, the method of moment estimates of a2 and a'2 are a2 = BMS ^VMS and a2 = WMS. 
Hence. 
(D 
<JZ BMS - WMS 
a? + a2 B M 5 + (m* - 1)WMS ' 
(A. 20) 
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A.3 Proof of consistency of estimate of variance of ra-
tio estimator 
Let variate (X,,?TI,;) with m,: > 0 be associated with the i
th cluster (unit) of a simple random 
sample of size n from a population of size N. Then we denote the population means by 
M — Yli=i "nk/N, X — Yli[=i Xi/N and the corresponding sample means by fh = Y17=i mi/ni 
x = Yl"i=\ Xi/n. The population parameter of interest is the ratio IT = Yli=ixi/YliLi mi = 
X/M and its estimator is n = x/fh. Further, let / = n/N denote sampling fraction, 
&m = ™-\' > $t = i=^l\~ ^ e the population variances of ra^'s and xy's respectively. 
Let Sm,x =
 Xi^/_\(-mt~'/' be the population covariance and let s2m —
 i=1
;^''1~
m , s2x = 
n-i an(^ Sm<x = Xin~i ~ be the corresponding sample moments. Further, let 
Ri = (xi — nrrii). Then the fi,,'s have population mean R = 0 and variance SR = ^ 1 ' = 
= v^r'" - U1 P r a c t i c e 5 SR is
 n°t' known and is estimated by sR = '
= 1^ ]"
T O . The 
variance of the ratio estimate TT is given by 
V{TT) = 7T 2
N-n 1 Yj\=iixi - ^rrii 
Nn X2 N-l 
= ^ ^ S « <A-21> 
l\n M1 
(see, Cochran, 1977; Sukhatme and Sukhatme, 1970). Then the estimate of the variance of 
the ratio estimate % is given by replacing SR by its estimate sR (Cochran, 1977). Also, if M 
is not known we replace it by m. Thus, 
n*) = ^ 4 - (A-22) 
JMn m2 
Thus 
nlnt)-V(*)} = ( i - / ) ( A _ ^ ) « ( ^ _ ^ ) (A.23) 
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when n is small compared to N. Then to prove consistency we first state the following 
theorems (see Hogg, McKean and Craig 2005, p. 204-205): 
Theorem A.3.1 Weak Law of Large numbers . Let {Xn} be a sequence of iid random 
variables having common mean ji and variance a'2 < oo. Let Xn = YH Xi/n. Then Xn —• 
/ i . 
P 
Theorem A.3.2 : Suppose Xn —> a and the real function g is continuous at a. Then 
g(Xn) -^ g(a). 
Theorem A.3.3 : Suppose Xn - ^ X and Yn - A Y. Then X„Yn - ^ XY. 
In our convergence results below, we assume that we have a super population from which 
rrij, and Xi are taken, as discussed in Scott and Wu (1981). 
Thus by weak law of large numbers we deduce that 
m - ^ M, (A.24) 
where M is constant. Then using theorem (A.3.2) we get 
1 r, 1 
(A.25) m2 M2' 
We also know that s2R —• S'^ (see Scott and Wu, 1981). Then by theorem (A.3.3) we have 
4 — # (A-26) 
m2 M2 
implying that n\V(Jx) — V(nj\ —* 0. 
I l l 
A.4 Derivation of the sandwich estimator of the vari-
ance of the estimate of proportion from clustered 
data 
Consider a typical group of n clusters with yiJ7 j = 1, ...,m,i,i = 1, ...,n, as the. jth binary 
response in the ith cluster. Now, let E(Y{j) = p.^ = h(K3), where h is the link function, 
X is a nii x p design matrix and (3 is a p x 1 vector of regression parameters. Further, let 
yi = (yu,y.i2 Vim,) a n d Ri(ct) be the m,: x m* working correlation matrix for y ; . Then, 
following Zeger and Liang (1986), (5 is estimated by solving the estimating equation 
E ^ D ' j V ^ S i = 0, (A.27) 
where Si = yi — fa, fa = (pa,..., iA,imi)
T, D ; = dfa/dj3 and V ; is the working covariance 




where Ai is an m,; x m; diagonal matrix with variance function v(faj) as the jth diagonal 
element. Further, by Zeger and Liang (1986), a sandwich estimator of the variance of 0 is 
Var0) = I^IiIo1, (A-28) 
where I0 = £ILi D ' j V f ^ i , Ix = J2t=i D;Vr
1Cov(y i)Vr
1D' i . Here the covariance of yi is 
the actual rather than the assumed covariance and is given by Cov(y ;) = SjSj. 
Now consider the datasets discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, in which there is no covariate. 
For the basic binary data in the ith cluster, which are not known, we assume E(Yij) = 
IMj = 7T — e'3°/(l + eJ3°) and an exchangeable working correlation matrix Ri(a) with diagonal 
elements 1 and off-diagonal elements a. Our model is a marginal model for longitudinal data 
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that is comprised of repeated observations with binary response but the available data are 
in binomial format, t/y, j = l.....)mi.) i = l,...,n. Thus we have an observation vector 
Yi = {yn,Vi2i •••••>yinii)'mi>a- L'et Ri(a) be the m, x rrii working correlation matrix for each 
Hi. Note: 
• Observation times and the correlation matrix can differ from subject to subject. 
• Rj(ct) is completely specified by the unknown parameter a, which is the same for all 
subjects as we assume exchangeable correlation. Also, Ri(et) is the working correlation 
matrix and it does not have to be correctly specified. 





where Aj is an rrii x rrii diagonal matrix with V(/^) = TT(1 — IT) as the jth diagonal. In our 
case, m= (7r,7r, ...,7r)'lxm?:, 
/ 
Ai 
7T(1 - 7T) 0 
0 TTf l -TT 
0 \ 




1 a . . . a 
a 1 . . . : 
: : ' • • a 
a ... a 1 
(A.31; 
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Thus, substituting values of Ai and Ri(a) into the equation for V;, we get 
V i = 















D i = 7 r ( l - 7 T ) ( l , . . . , l ) l x m < 




where fit = {piU ..., jiimi)' = (TT, . . . , 7r)'lxm. and {yt - ^ ) = (yn - TT, . . . , j / i n . - TT)'. Now 
using an extension of the quasi-likelihood estimator to the longitudinal/clustered data case 
we get 
n 
S(J3) = J^ DiVi~
1Si = 0. (A.36) 
i=i 
Next we find the inverse of Vj. We know Vi is a patterned matrix. Also we know that any 
patterned matrix (say C) that occurs in the form given below 
/ a b . . . 6 
b a . . . 6 
\ 
(A.37) 
b a I 
fcxfc 
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can be written as C = (a — b)I + bJ, where 
/ 1 0 
0 1 .. 0 










1 M fcxfc 
For further details, see Graybill (1983). This matrix does not have an inverse for all values 
of a and b. The inverse exists if and only if a ^ b and a ^ —{k — l)b and is given by 
C" 1 = 
a - b L a+(k- 1)6 
J]. (A.40) 
In our case Vi and V; 1 are given by 
V t = 
9 
[1-a) 
( 1 0 . . . 0 
0 1 . . . 0 
0 . . . 0 1 
( 1 1 . . . 1 
1 1 . . . 1 
+ a 
\ 
J \ 1 1 
(A.41) 
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Thus, for a ^ l and 1 =£ — (m-i — I) a the inverse for Vj is given by 
( l 
v, ] 0 1 -(1 — TT) 1 -a 
- ( l - 7 r ) ( l - a ) 
0 . . . 0 
0 1 . . . 0 
0 . 0 1 
a 
( 1 1 . . . 1 
1 1 . . . 1 
/, 
1 + (m, - l )a 
Q!0' 
1 1 
j r i iXin j 
.TT(1 - 7r)(l - a)( l + (r«, - l)a) 
J, »?lj X m^ • (A.42) 
Further, some simple calculations result in 
n n -. mi 
S(TX) = V D J V r ^ i = 0 V - - ^ - ^ V(Vi7- 0. (A.43) 
Solving (A.43) gives us 
7T = 
En i = l { l+(r?ij —l)a j=l yii Z, i=l {l+(m,:-l)a} 
E n *=1 TT { H - ( m j - l ) a } i = l m„; 
(A.44) 
{ l+(TOi- l )a} 
Note that w = e3o/(l + ea°) since there is no covariate. Now, using it = e/°/(l + e^0) and 
following Liang and Zeger (1986), the sandwich estimator of Var(do) is given by 
Var0o) = Io ' l i l o 1 , (A.45) 
where I0 = (£f=i D J V ^ D i ) -
1 and Ix = [Ef=i
 D |V i-
1Cov(y i)Vr
1D' i] . 
Note that this sandwich estimator is also known as the empirical or robust estimator 
of the covariance matrix of 0O. It has the property of being a consistent estimator of the 
covariance matrix of [3 even if the working correlation matrix is misspecified, that is, if 
Cov(yi) ^ Vi. For further details, see Zeger and Liang (1986). Here Cov(yi) is the actual 
rather than the assumed covariance and the sandwich estimator can be estimated consistently 
without evaluating Cov(yi) directly. This is achieved by replacing Cov(yi) by the estimate 
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c o v ( y i ) — S iS ; and a, ,0, 6, by the i r es t imates . T h u s we have 
c o v ( y i ) 
' Vii ~~ K » 
Vi'2 ~ 7T 
\ Vinn - 7T J 
Vi\ - 7T, J/i2 - 7T, . . . , j/im* - 7T 
\ (y»i - 7 r ) ( y i m i - ? r ) 
Deta i led calculat ions shows t h a t 
1 x rn-i 
' (yn - TT)2 (J/»I - 7r)(y i2 - 7r) . . . ('|/i - 7 r ) ( y i m i . - 7r) » 
(2/i2-7r)(2/ti - T T ) (y*2 — ?r)2 ••• : 
(l/im, - 7r)2 / 
(A.46) 
i i = l *• 
rrti 
{1 + (mi - l)a} 
(A.47) 
a n d 
m,- m; 1 1 f t ., " « ' Z "<•(-
i=i i=i i r v '« ^ J j = i fc/ , 
- 7 T 




+ (rrii -I) a} 9 
2E ^ { l + (m, - 1 ) « P 
-i - l 
MI-T)I:- m,: ^ {1 + (m, - l )a} 
[7r(l-7r)Er=i{i+(Cl1 ) Q }]
2 
(A.48) 
Note that the asymptotic variance of /j0 does not depend on <p. 
Further we have IT = -^^, thus using the delta method 
:A 
Vartf) = Vmi-—^) 
1 + e* 
Q gftj 
felT^Var(A)) = W 1 - ^ ^ ( A . ) - (A.49) 
This can be estimated by 
t;ar(7r) = (7r(l — Tr))2var{f3Q) 
E i = l { l+ (mi - l ) a} 2 E j = l E f c ' l i U f e ^)\Vik' 
Z^i= l {!+(«,,-1)6} J 
7T 
(A.50) 
which after simplification reduces to 
t>ar(7r) = 
EILi f i + ( J - i )a>»{(E^i ^ ' )
2 - 27rmi(E£:i Jfti) + *2™?} 
(EIL 
E i = l { l + ( m i - l ) d } 2 W - 7 r ' / T l i) 
t=1 {1+(m^-l)a}> 
2 
(EL raj 1 {l + (mi - l )a} -
(A.51) 
W here y». = E™=i Sfo a n d « = i TJi 1 v ^
n 1 
-'i nii(rn,i-~l) Ylj^k^ij^ik which is based on exchangeability, 
that is, Corr{Yi3,Ylk) = a with e0- = -Jjt==. 
Note that both 7r and ?;ar(7r) need an estimate of a which uses the basic binary observa-
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tions Yij which are unavailable. Thus, for unequal cluster sizes the confidence interval based 
on the sandwich estimator of Liang and Zeger (1986) cannot be applied. Note further that 
for equal cluster sizes the formulae for -fr and var(it) reduce to 
and 
var(it) = E ^ - " ^ ) 2 - (A.53) 
Although these formulae do not apply for unequal cluster sizes, we use them in our sim-
ulations in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 where data are generated with unequal cluster sizes. 
The purpose is to see whether the properties of the confidence interval for equal cluster sizes 
remain the same for unequal cluster sizes. 
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